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News and Gossip of the Week
Future of Studio BB

As soon as the television signals
have finished on Friday,

February 16, B.B.C. engineers
will get busy converting studio
BB back into something fit for
Henry Hall and his boys to
play in.

As you may know, this tem-
porary BB studio was built for
the dance -band broadcasts, but
they were elbowed out about
eighteen months ago.

Too Lively Acoustics !
SouND engineers want to cut

L-7 down the reverberation period
of the BB studio before Henry
takes it over again. It is now
.85 second, only exceeded by
the I seconds of the Military
Band studio.

They think .85 second is much
too lively for a dance band. Let's
hope they don't damp Henry's
ardour as much as the acoustics.

Noises in BA ?

PERHAPS
Henry will never settle

down in this BB studio, for
near by is the BA vaudeville
studio. Already they have had
trouble in BA through the sounds
of tube trains running Under-
neath.

Possibly " Tiger Rag " and such-
like numbers will prove even more
interfering with the shows in BA.
You might listen for any sign of
cross talk when the band moves
into BB.

Television Hiatus
No television on the 3o -line

1 I system will be broadcast
from Friday, February 16, until
Monday, February 26, while the
gear is transferred from studio BB
to No. 16 Portland Place along
the road.

Ardent lookers will have to
concentrate on the ultra -short-
wave signals from the B.B.C. and
from Baird's show on the top of
.the Crystal Palace.

Towards Better Images

WHEN
the new studio is fitted

up with the two television
sets-standard- and miniature-
von will probably look in to
better images. ..

For. this reason : The new
tudio will be the large room on the

first floor of No. 16, which is
oblong like BB studio, but with
the great advantage of a wide
recess at one end.

This will enable the projectors

to get a wider sweep, thus enlarging
the permissible background.

Ship's Morse Again
HERE is a queer offshoot of

trade revival. More ships
are being released from long
sojourns in dock, and much more
traffic is going up and down the
Channel as a result.

Many of these ships are using
old-fashioned spark transmitters,
as London Regional listeners have
been finding to their chagrin of
late. Tatsfield is busily trying to
track down the offenders.

Polite to Pirates!
wHY is the B.B.C. so polite to
'" ether pirates ?

After all the fuss about Eiffel
Tower heterodyning Daventry
National, we should have thought
relations between the B.B.C. and
the Frenchman would be some-
what strained.

Not a bit of it ! The other night
we sent them one of our symphony
concerts from Queen's Hall over
land -line. What next?

Care -free Luxembourg
WHAT a jolly country Luxem-
bourg must be. It does not

seem to be bothered with such
onerous responsibilities as copy-
right laws, anyway.

Recently the Radio Luxem-
bourg sponsors have been building
up programmes of Henry Hall
records-fooling many listeners

into thinking Henry was over
there.

Protests from the recording
company fall on deaf ears.

That B.B.C. Film

WHAT
a shame they have

decided to drop the "love
interest " from the much-discussed
film of Broadcasting House. We
should worry !

John Grierson has this film in
hand, and is busy taking shots of
such exciting events as a meeting
of the Programme Board, a radio
play in progress, broadcasts to
schools, and vaudeville shows.

Tea -time Mixture
A s a sort of variation of the

" First Time Here " series,
Eric Maschwitz is nearly ready
with his "Tea Mixture" for
Saturday afternoons.

You can tune into the new series
on the first Saturday in March. In
addition to " mike " debutantes,
we shall hear one or more well-
known stars of the air.

Charles Brewer will produce the
shows, for which he has written a
catchy signature tune. Wait
for it ! -

Cooling Droitwich
WHAT a lot of water they have
to use at modern broadcast-

ing stations !
We muse thus as we record

the exciting news that no less than
300,000 gallons of water have been

H. D. Price, well-known amateur transmitter G6HP, who is
entering the annual transmitting and receiving contest again. For
latest short-wave news see Kenneth Dowers' short-wave notes on

page 177 of this issue

poured into the concrete pond at
the new Droitwich station.

The next thing is the installa-
tion of the actual transmitters,
and before we quite realise it first
tests will be on the air.

New Bristol, Studios
OUR good friend Mr. Proctor is

busy with his designs for the
Bristol studios in Whiteladies
Road. Work goes ahead on the
large orchestral studio being built
in the back garden of the house.

Meanwhile the dramatic studio
is already being acoustically
treated, and the talks studio is
actually in use, though with only
temporary drapings.

These studios mean better pro-
grammes for West Regional.

Exchanging Radio
Producers

PETER CRESWELL, London sta-
tion producer, goes off the

West Regional for a spell in the
spring, while Cyril Wood comes
across in exchange. At the same
time Howard Rose will be back
again in London from Scotland.

Mr. Wood has some hard work
ahead. He is down to do a play
from Shakespeare, an E. M. Dela-
field adaptation, and a specially
written microphone play.

Tempting Away B.B.C. Men

PETER
FLEMING, who went

round the world before he
joined "Talks," has left the
B.B.C. to take up a very nice post
in Fleet Street.

Which reminds us that the
B.B.C. cannot compete with out-
side interests when it does find
bright young men. They are
quickly snapped up by organisa-
tions that can well afford top -line
salaries.

The Right Detector
,(11/RE yours is right ? According

to Kenneth Dowers, on pages 166
and 167, far too many antateurs are
using the wrong detector valve.

Read his article and reassure
yourself-or profit thereby and
put in a new one.

For the Home Builder
WE have made a real hit with
our " Experimenters " arti-

cles on coils, chokes, and trans-
formers.

Thousands are building the coils
for Lucerne conditions, and many
will certainly go in for the well -
designed transformer described on

.
page 163 this week.
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Control equipment at Lympne for the micro -
ray link with St. Inglevert across the

35 miles of the Channel

1\4Y voice has just been flashed across the
English Channel on a wireless beam
of only 17 centimetres. For at

Lympne, in Kent, I have just been talking
to a colleague at St. Inglevert in France via
'the new micro -ray.

Sir Philip Sassoon exchanged the usual
felicitations with M. Delesalle-his opposite
number, the French Under -Secretary for Air.
Then, the new service officially open, we all
had a chance to hear what a I7 -centimetre
telephone signal sounded like.

Just like any other telephone conversation,
as a matter of fact. Very clear, no fading, no
atmospherics-and no crossed lines, of course.

Early Experiments
We were making use of an idea that first

saw light about two years ago, when Standard
Telephones and Cables, Ltd., tried out this.very
short wavelength of 17 or 18 centimetres across
the Channel between Dover and Calais.

It worked, this ultra ultra -shortwave wire-
less-so well that the company went right
ahead with its commercial development. The
Lympne-St. Inglevert micro -ray
service is the result. It is the
shortest wavelength commercial
service in the world.

As I approached the Lympne
airport I saw the two reflectors
mounted on steel towers, one for
reception and one for transmission.
Very like searchlights, they looked.
Not a bad simile, because these
centimetre waves are actually
focused like light, into a thin beam
that " shines ' across the Channel
on to the receiving reflector at St.
Inglevert.

These reflectors are to feet in
diameter, and made of aluminium.
They concentrate the transmitted
energy into the fine pencil of energy
that spans the Channel. The actual
transmitting aerial is less than one
inch long !

Micro Rays Now
Span the Channel

Back in the October 28 issue of " Amateur Wireless " we gave
details of the Lympne-St. Inglevert tests on 17 centimetres, and
now, in this topical article, ALAN HUNTER records his
impressions of the commercial micro -ray service just introduced

From Lympne the tiny waves go out on
exactly 17 centimetres, but from St. Inglevert
to this side the -wavelength is 17.5 centimetres.
This slight staggering of the two signals enables
duplex working to be carried on.

I had a look at the micro-audion valve they
use for this remarkable transmission. It is
indeed a simple little tube. Just a grid, anode
and filament; with two brass rods coming out
of the top of the bulb from the ends of the
grid spiral. These rods have two little adjust-
able nuts on them, so that by moving theni
up and down the coupling between the valve
and the rest of the apparatus can be varied.

Very Small Powers
Diminutive powers suffice to run this service.

The whole outfit, including the Creed tele-
printers, takes only 700 watts. The aerial
input is about 15 watts-much less than we
use for an electric -light bulb. As for the
radiated power, it is less than you need to light
a pocket flash lamp.

Yet, as I say, with this micro ray they can
talk directly across the Channel-night and
day, whatever the weather.

Until now messages from Lympne to the
other side have been land -lined up to Croydon,
where they have then been sent by wireless
telegraphy on the usual 1,30o metres aircraft
channel. Sometimes this procedure has taken
as long as twenty minutes, whereas over the
micro -ray service of direct communication the
longest time taken will be about 2 minutes,
and usually only a few seconds.

Now this speeding up is highly significant
to aircraft crossing the Channel It is the
usual practice for aeroplanes not equipped
with wireless to circle the airport just before
leaving the coast and to circle immediately

Typewriting as well as telephoning can be handled by the micro -ray.
Here is a Creed operator typing a message across the Channel

Aerials less than one inch long are used for
the 17 -centimetre signals, which are con-

centrated in 10 -foot reflectors

they get across to the other side. Any untimely
delay in reporting in this way sets in motion
all the available machinery for searching for
missing aircraft.

With a following wind a 'plane can easily
cross from Lympne to St. Inglevert in less
than 20 minutes, so that under the old system
it often happened that the 'plane got to the
other side before the notification by wireless
of its departure.

With the micro -ray system every 'plane
that observes the procedure will be sure of
immediate notification. This should certainly
lessen the risk of air channel crossings, both

for civil and commercial aircraft.
There is no doubt that micro -ray

links will develop. They provide a
cheap and as far as I can see in-
fallible means of spanning short
distances. Across channels or,open
country they can be directed with
ease, giving interference -free com-
munication coupled with almost
complete secrecy.

Micro rays are not broadcast,
remember. They are directed into a
straight line-and act very much as
a land line. In fact these rays will
no doubt be widely adopted for
short -distance links now making
use of costly_ land lines. There is
talk of a London -to -Paris service,'
with the Lympne-St. Inglevert
micro -ray link replacing the sub-
marine cable through which all
'phone talks now have to go.

Shakespeare is to be represented as the
"Father of Wireless" in a pageant of
British industries, which is to take place at
the British Industries Fair dinner ball. Miss
Gwenn Lally is pageant master. She regards
Shakespeare's Ariel in The Tempest as the fore-
runner of wireless.

Where is your address book? Another
change of address. The Technical and Com-
mercial Radio College has moved to Cromwell
House, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

A replacement battery for the Ekco receiver
is being made by Britannia Batteries, Ltd.
The type number is 33o, and the price 18s. Ocl.
It is of higher capacity than the battery sup-
plied with the set.

Ohmic Accessories, of 8 Myron Place,
Lewisham, S.E.13, ask us to correct the
price details of their kits for making "The
Experimenters- components. The price of
the coils is 2S. 6d. each as stated, but 6d. for
postage on either a single coil or a pair must be

included with your order. Postage for the
transformer kit described this week on page
163 is also 6(1., while for the high -frequency
choke the postage is 3d.

Replacement 'batteries are being manu-
factured by Ever Ready for the new G.E.C.
Super -heterodyne 6 rece*er, type BC34.46
The voltage of the battery is 140, suitably
tapped, with a 9 -volt grid -bias battery included.
The list number of- this replacement battery is

250 and the price 14s.
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What Is This Kilocycle
By the " A.W."
Technical Staff

OW often have you been puzzled by the
mystic phrase, "nine kc. septaration ? "
What do you think it means? Some-

thing to do with selectivity, obviously.
Something to do with stations in the ether-
but you know that stations have wavelengths,
so why this reference to a separation by such
a mysterious unit as a "kc. ? "

What, to go on asking questions, is a kc. ?
Well, for a start it is a. kilocycle. Which is
r,000 cycles. So that brings you up against
the word cycle. What is a cycle ? Let's say
a series of events in time.

Matter of fadt, that is just what a cycle
means in wireless. Just a series of electrical
events in a given time-actually a second.
Now these events are very interesting. , They
refer to what happens to the high -frequency
current at the transmitting station.

Look at our simple diagram. There is a zero
line above and below which the current is
represented as varying in strength. The series
of events we are talking about-the cycle, in
other words, is this : Current starting at A,
rising in value to its maximum at B, waning
to zero again at c, reversing direction and

tw---I COMPLETE CYCLE ---0-1
I

I

I

13 I

i

IE

D

This diagram shows the formation of one
complete cycle

rising to a maximum at D, which is the same
value as B, and finally waning again to zero
at E. All this represents one cycle of a wireless
wave.

Now we come to something very important.
The number of times that this cycle takes place
in one second of time is called the frequency
of the signal.

A.C.-mains Frequency
Take a very simple example. Your A.C.

electric mains are probably 5o cycles, which
means that the current completes one full
cycle in one -fiftieth of a second, that is,
5o cycles per second.

In much the same way a wireless wave can
be classified by its frequency, only the
frequencies are very .much higher. Take
Daventry, for example. This has a frequency
of 200,000 cycles, or, since r,000 cycles equals

kilocycle, 200 kilocycles-that is, 200 kc.
Do you realise that you have approached

wireless waves, perhaps for the first time,
without thinking about wavelength? Yet
Daventry, just mentioned, has a wavelength,
of course. It is 1,500 metres.

There is a connection between Daventry's
frequency of 200 kc. and its wavelength of

200

1500 1250

usiness
1,500 metres. We had better find out what
this connection is. The connection is the speed
of the waves through space.

All wireless waves travel at the same speed
-whatever their wavelength or frequency.
You can imagine yourself perched at some
fixed point in the ether watching the waves
go by. As you sit in your ethereal position,
200,000 waves from Daventry will pass you
in a second at the enormous speed of
300,000,000 metres per second. 

Now you know the speed of these waves, and
you know how many are passing you every
second. From these two facts you can easily
find out what is the length of each wave. You
simply divide the speed by the number of
waves and that gives you the length of each.
Taking Daventry's figures, we have the speed
of 300,000,000 metres per second, divided by
Daventry's frequency of 200,000 cycles per
second. The answer is 1,500 metres, which is,
of course, correct for Daventry.

In the same way every station's frequency
is co -related to some wavelength. For another
example, take a medium -wave station with
a frequency of L000,o00 cycles. Divide this
into the speed, which is 300,000,000 metres
per second, and you get the wavelength as
300 metres.

In passing, you might note that this little
sum can be reversed, so that knowing the
station's wavelength you can find its frequency.
Take Daventry again. Imagine the wave-
length this time is known but the frequency
unknown. The speed, as before, is known-
a figure always known because it is the same
for any station at any time.

The wavelength is 1,500 metres. The speed
is 300,000,000 metres per second. Divide the
speed by the wavelength. This gives you
200,000 cycles or zoo kc.-as before.

By now you ought to see that wavelength
and frequency are very closely connected-in
fact, to an engineer they are interchangeable;
because the common factor is always the speed,
which is the same for all wavelengths. -

YOu might ask why we always refer to the
frequency separation of stations-as in the
Lucerne Plan-and not to the wavelength
separation. We have said that these two
things -- wavelengths and frequencies - are-
interchangeable-so why not?
Well, there is a very good
reason.

The wavelength-that is the
length of each wave, remember
-is different for every station.
The medium -wave stations
have much shorter wavelengths
than the long -wave stations.
This means that the frequency
with which a medium -wave
station's wave will pass a given point is much
higher than the frequency of a long -Wave
station's wave.

But that is not all. On the medium waves,
especially near the bottom end of the band,
a difference of 9 kilocycles in frequency means
very little difference in wavelength. Many
stations can be crowded into an apparently
small waveband. Actually the frequency

Metres
300 350

1000
Kilocycles

Relationship between frequency and medium wavelengths

750 GOO

1000

Kilocycling with the latest Marconiphone
set- the model 2,62

difference between the two wavelength limits
of this band and the medium band is very
wide. Taking it from 200 to 55o metres, we
have a frequency difference of 1,500 to 545 kc.,
which is 1,005 kc. This for a wavelength
difference of 200 to 550, which is 35o metres.

Going on the long waves, the rapid decline
in the frequency difference for a given wave-
length difference is very easy to see. Taking
the wave -band as 1,000 to 2,000 metres, we
have a frequency difference of 300 to 150 kc.,
which is only 150 kc. frequency difference for
the whole of the long -wave band.

Frequency Separation
Here is a simple example to show what we

mean. If you look at last week's wavelength
list on page 142 you_ will see that
Heilsberg has a wavelength of 291 metres and
a frequency of 1,31 kilocycles. Rennes P.T.T.
has a wavelength of 288.6 metres and a fre-
quency of 1,040 kilocycles. These stations are
separated by a frequency of 9 kilocycles. But
the wavelength difference is only 2.4 metres.

Now go on the long waves. Kalundborg has
a wavelength of 1,261 metres and a frequency
of 238 kilocycles. Luxembourg has a wave-
length of 2,304 metres and a frequency of
23o kilocycles. The frequency difference is
only 8 kilocycles, but this means a difference
in wavelength of 43 metres.

It so happens that for transmission without
mutual interference wireless stations must not
use frequencies closer together than about
9,000 kilocycles, that is 9 kilocycles. If the

Metres
1250 1500

300 250 zoo
Kilocycles

Relationship between frequency and long wavelengths

1750- 2000

175 150

stations are to be separated by this amount
you can easily see that many more stations
can be fitted in the medium band, with its
very wide frequency difference, than in the
long waveband, with its much smaller fre-
quency band.

In other words, you can get at the number of
permissible stations in each band by dividing
the frequency band in this figure by 9. For
the medium waves this gives us L000 divided
by 9, which is no less than no stations.
Compare this figure with the long band, with
its frequency difference of 15o. We can get
only 150 divided by 9, or less than 17 stations.

Under the Lucerne Plan an attempt has
been made to crowd many mdre stations into
these two bands by making low -power stations
share common frequencies.
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Getting the Best Out of the High-
To H.T. Anode

.4 --Suppressor Grid

Screen Grid

Control Grid

Cathode--; Heater
Fig. t. Electrodes in a high -frequency

pentode
HT+ HT+

Fig. 2.-Coupling transformer and tapped
coil used with an ordinary screen -grid valve

IF you take the screen -grid valve from the
high -frequency stage of your receiver and
fit in its place one of the new high -

frequency pentodes, the chances are that you
will not notice much difference in the results.

Yet it is true to say that the high -frequency
pentode is a better valve for high -frequency
amplification than the screen -grid type. It
must be used properly, of course, and the
circuit values be adjusted in order to obtain
the best results.

To change from one valve to the other
without considering the circuit values is not
fair, because the conclusions drawn from so
elementary a test are not reliable.

Extra Grid in the Pentode
The high -frequency pentode has one more

grid than the screen -grid valve, as shown in
the diagram (Fig. I). This extra grid lies
between the anode of the valve and the normal
screen grid. It is joined to the cathode and
is sometimes called the suppressor grid.

The chief effect of this suppressor grid is to
avoid the negative -resistance kink which is
present in the characteristic of ordinaty
screen -grid valves. This kink restricts the
working voltages which may be used, and the
pentode may be employed with safety to
provide much bigger outputs.

This is an advantage worth having, as it has
always been necessary to design a circuit
having a screen -grid stage with great care.
The same care is, of course, essential in the
case of a high -frequency pentode, but as bigger
outputs can be obtained for feeding the
detector, this particular difficulty is avoided.

Higher Amplification Factor
Now, a high -frequency pentode normally

has a much higher amplification factor than
a screen -grid valve, and its anode impedance
is greater. From this three things follow.

The first is that, as the pentode has a greater
impedance, tuning should be more selective.
This is because the loading effect of the valve
upon the tuning circuit connected to its anode
is reduced. The actual improvement in the
tuning may well be slight, depending as it does
upon the characteristics of the tuning circuit
and the following valve.

But every little helps, and attention to the
circuit with this feature in mind will probably
result in a worth -while improvement.

The second point to note is that greater
magnification can be obtained, or, put in
another way, the sensitivity can be improved
provided the tuning circuit is suitable.

In many sets having a screen -grid valve,
a coupling transformer is used, or a tapped
coil, as in Fig. 2. Now, as the high -frequency
pentode has a greater impedance than the
screen -grid valve, it will normally be correct
to use a larger primary coil, or to take the
anode to a tap nearer the grid end of the coil
in Fig. 2.

The effect in both instances is to increase
the impedance connected to the anode circuit
and this will increase the magnification or
sensitivity. There is, naturally, a limit beyond
which you cannot go, the limit being the point
where instability is produced.

The factors are therefore (a) the completeness
of the shielding of the parts in the grid circuit
from those in the anode circuit, Fig. 3; (b) the
degree with which common couplings, such as
may be present to a slight extent in grid bias,
cathode, screen -grid and anode circuits, are
eliminated; and (c) the efficiency of the coils,
tuning condensers and how they are connected.
With poor shielding the set will oscillate before
much magnification is obtained, and the
circuits must be properly decoupled.

With poor coils the tuning will tend to be
broad and -maximum amplification will not be
obtained. If we use good coils, however, we
shall be able to obtain considerable amplifi-
cation and good selectivity provided shielding,
decoupling and circuit connections arc correct.

The third point is that considerable voltage
outputs can be obtained when necessary to
feed, for example, an anode -bend detector or
one of the diode type valves or a Westector.

Put briefly, therefore, in order to get the
best results from this class of pentode, it is
necessary to give attention to the tuning
circuits, how they are connected and also to
the working voltages.

We want first of all a high -impedance tuning
circuit. This is obtained from good coils and
tuning condensers. Complete screening is

HT4

r-

Fig. 3.-Shielding of the parts in the grid
circuit from those in the anode circuit

HT

Fig. 4.-Leaky-grid detector circuit con-
nected across the whole of the tuning coil

necessary. As the tap is raised up the coil
(Fig. z), or as the size of the primary is
increased, so is the impedance increased.

We must avoid loading -the circuit by the
detector. If the leaky -grid type is used, and
is connected across the whole .coil (Fig. 4), the
tuning circuit will be loaded. This will
broaden the tuning and the amplification will -
be reduced.

HT

Fig. 5.-Connecting the detector to a tap on
the grid ccil

Fig. 6.-Aerial connected to
tuning coil

- To avoid this the detector may be connected
to a tap on the grid coil, as in Fig. 5, The
effect of doing this is to place the load of the
detector across part of the coil, and so the
effective lead across the whole coil is less than
when the detector is connected to the top of
the coil. At the same time, the voltage
applied to the detector is a fraction of the
total voltage built up across the whole coil.

But, as the loading is reduced, the amplifr-
cation is increased. It therefore follows that
the voltage applied to the detector may be no
less when it is connected to a tapping than
when it is joined to the top of the coil.

Thus there is a gain by using the tap, being
in this case improved selectivity. The use of
good coils involves also the use of a good gang.
tuning condenser, and also the coils must have
equal -inductances.

Effects of Ganging Errors
It will be clear that a slight error in ganging

is likely to be more serious in a sharp tuning
circuit than in one tuning broadly. Coils and
condenser must be good, therefore, or sharp
tuning will not be obtained and the amplifi-
cation will be below normal.

Further consideration of sharp tuning
circuits bring's out various interesting points
which may well pass unnoticed when ordinary
coils are used. There is the aerial circuit, for
instance. An aerial has inductahce and
capacity. When an aerial and earth is joined
to a coil, the tuning may be altered because
of the addition of the inductances and capacity
to the tuning circuit.

It would be useless to join the aerial to the
top of the coil (Fig. 6), because gang tuning
would be impossible, so great would be the
added capacity. If the. aerial is taken to a
tap on the coil, however, the effect of' the

the top of the
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frequency Pentode Valve
capacity (and inductance) of the aerial is
reduced.

By taking the aerial to a lower tap, that is,
nearer the earth end, the effect is still further
reduced, and a point may be found where the
effect may be balancing the  trimming con-
densers provided on the gang condenser. At
the same time, the voltage actually set up
across the grid coil will vary with the point to
which the aerial is joined.

Need for Accurate Tuning
In practice it is often necessary to have a

tap which allows of accurate tuning over
the whole range, even though the signal
strength is brought down to below the best
which could be obtained by choosing a
different tap.

With this circuit, signal strength and
selectivity are involved, and the best arrange-
ment is sometimes the one giving the best of
both. But when a set having a large amount

'of magnification is being designed, selectivity
is .probably more important than the signal
strength set up across the first coil.

A separate aerial coil is some-
times used instead of a tap, but if
the greatest care is not taken it is
possible for the results on the
average to be less satisfactory than
when the grid coil is tapped.

Now, valves have capacity, and
one valve may have a capacity
between grid and earth, different
from another. It is possible to
re -gang, of course, when a valve
is changed, but it is possible to
avoid this, at least to some extent,
by connecting the grid to a tap on
the coil. At the same time, this
tends to stabilise the circuit, and
is a little trick well worth adopting
on occasions.

The voltage applied to the valve
is a little less than the maximum
when this method is used, it is
true, but something cannot be had
for nothing.

This point is also liable to crop up in the
detector circuit as well. A detector has
capacity. The capacity may not be of
constant value at the various wavelengths.
This is because the effective capacity is usually
greater than the capacity between the elec-
trodes of the valve measured under non -
amplifying conditions.

A screen -grid valve or high -frequency
pentode valve does not produce this effect to
any extent, but the ordinary type of throe -
electrode detector valve does.

It is, therefore, better to use a pentode or
screen -grid valve as detector when possible.

V
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A large condenser connected between the
anode and the filament or cathode of a
three -electrode valve reduces the effect
and enables more accurate tuning to be
obtained.

It will be seen that in order to obtain the
best results from a high -frequency pentode,
good tuning circuits are essential and they
must be properly connected. To get that little
extra amplification and selectivity over the
whole tuning range calls for close attention to
numerous points which can be overlooked when
less effective results are required.

The diagram (Fig. 7) shows the chief points,
which are a low tap for the aerial, efficient
tuning coils and condensers, a tap for the
detector and the highest tap or the largest
possible primary coil for the anode coupling
to the detector.

The grid of the high -frequency pentode can
be taken to a tap on the input grid coil, and
it is better to use anode -bend detection with
a high -frequency pentode in this stage as well,
as shown in Fig. 8.

This circuit can be made extremely sensitive

7r-.

Fig. 8.-Use of the anode -bend system of detection with
a high frequency pentode

Very great interest is being taken
by amateurs in the posiibility of
the high -frequency pentode,
especially now that battery types
are available. In this article
W. JAMES explains all the
special points that should be
watched when these valves are
used in a receiver. Much inter-
esting experimental work can be
done with this new type of

screen -grid valve

and as selective as desired by using one or two
bandpass circuits between the aerial and first
valve and between the anode of the first valve
and the detector.

[There is now a very comprehensive range of
this type of valve actually available to the
general public, particularly in the A.C. ranges.
In the Mullard range there is the SP4 with a
fixed grid base and the VP4 with variable -mu
characteristics. There are two in the Six
Sixty range, the HPIAC with a slope of 3, and
the HP2AC with a slope of 2.5. Mazdas make
a very efficient valve with a slope of 6, desig-
nated the AC/S2Pen.

Other High -frequency Pentodes
The Marconi-Osram ranges include an MSPA

with a slope of 4 (fixed grid base) and the
VMP4 with a variable grid base and a maximum
slope of 3.5. The first high -frequency pentode
was the Cossor MS/PenA, designed for use as
a detector. Their range has now been aug-
mented by the introduction of the MS/Pen with
a slope of 3.5 and the MVS/Pen with a variable
grid base and a maximum slope of 3.

The Standard Micromesh valves are already
well known. They have two valves, the 8A1
with a slope of 4 and an amplification factor of.
1,500, and the 9A1 with an amplification factor
of 2,500. The Ferranti pentode, the VPT4,
has a slope of 2.6.

There is also a battery high -frequency
pentode, the Marconi Osram VP2i.-ED.]

Tune -in These American Giants!
B' now most readers will have heard some-

thing of the wonderful new station at
Cincinatti, which has been sending out test
transmissions with the enormous power of
500 kilowatts.

This station, situated at Cincinatti, Ohio,
U.S.A., is owned by the Crosley Radio
Corporation, whose so -kilowatt station WLW
has long since achieved a world-wide fame.

To listeners with ordinary broadcast sets in
this country, the test transmissions
from the Soo-kilowatter, called
W8XO, should be of special interest,
since they can easily be picked up
in the early hours of the morning-
around the usual breakfast time.

Many reports have been received
of W8XO's reception in this country
-one listener managing to tune -in
the station with a portable at 8 a.m.

We have just received notifica-
tion of a special test from W8X0
on February 18, 1934. This will
take place at 6 a.m., G.M.T. All
long-distance enthusiasts should
make a note of the date. They
will then almost be sure to hear
the new American giant, on a
frequency of 700 kilocycles.

Reports will be welcomed by
the Crosley Radio Corporation, of

T

Fig. 7.-Chief points to watch for getting good results
'rout a high frequency pentode

Cincinatti, Ohio, U.S.A., and by the Inter-
national DX'ers Alliance, Bloomington,
Illinois, U. S .A.

Another opportunity for long-distance fans
will be presented earlier in the month, on
February io, by station WTIC, of Hart-
ford, Connecticut, U.S.A., which will be
broadcasting a special test programme from
5 to 6 a.m.

WTIC, known in America as the Travellers'
Station, is well heard on this side. It has a
power of 5o kilowatts and broadcasts on a
frequency of either r,o6o or 1,o4o kilocycles.

Where to Send Reports
Reports will be gladly received by J. C.

Randall, Manager of WTIC, Travellers Broad-
casting Service Corporation, Hartford, Con-
necticut, U.S.A.

News of these two interesting transmissions
are sent to us by Richard E. Rawles, Publicity
Director, Blackwater Corner, Newport, Isle of
Wight, from whom all details of the unique
organisation known as the International
DX'ers Alliance can be obtained. Anyone
interested in medium -wave long-distance recep-
tion is eligible for membership.

This organisation should appeal to a wide
circle of keen listeners who like loggin.b very
distant stations just for the fun of the thing.
Why not join ?
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The Third (and Last) Article of a Series

First Aid for
Old Sets

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.INST.RAD.E.

is wrong with their set when making -
this test for continuity.

The testing of loud -speaker lead's
suggests that we consider what other ,
faults are likely to happen with old
loud -speakers. Loud -speakers can
be divided into the horn type, the
cone type (either- single or double)
actuated by an electromagnet and

Moving -coil loud -speakers of the permanent -magnet type a reed, and the moving -coil type,
(left) are sometimes liable to deteriorate owing to loss of this last with either permanent mag-
magnetism . . . cone loud -speakers often deteriorate nets or electromagnets operated from
after a year or two by losing the pliability of the cone a separate current source. 'lhere

suspension material (right) are a few other types, but the above
classification covers practically all

IF your old set still fails to come up to we are likely to want to deal with.
scratch after the hints given in the previous The horn type is practically obsolete now -
two articles of this series, there is still' adays, although some users still cling fondly to

another possible source of trouble which, now- these old instruments. In most forms there is
you have made up (as I hope you have) the a means of adjusting the distance between the
little testing device, you can easily track out. diaphragm and the magnet, but sometimes
I refer to breaks in insulated leads. , - through an accident, such as knocking it over,

Concealed breaks in flexible leads are some; this adjustment is upset. Make sure that the
of the most irritating of wireless receiver faults adjusting screw is properly set: This may
and often go undetected for a long time, restore your receiver to its original strength.,
particUlarly when they are in parts of the set Quite likely, if your horn loud -speaker is old,
where the small capacity between the broken' the permanent magnets haye lost most of their
ends is just sufficient to pass on at least some magnetism. You can find this out by unscrew -
signals. They may easily occur in aerial or- ing the top portion so that the diaphragm is
earth leads, particularly when these are of u revealed. Lift off this diaphragm and see
temporary variety frequently knocked, pulled, whether it is strongly attracted to the magnet
or bent about during ordinary domestic poles. If there is practically no attraction the
operations. - - only thing to do is to -have - the magnets

- re -magnetised, which your dealer can probably
Testing Loud -speaker Loads

- arrange for you; but if the loud -speaker is in
With the continuity tester described last

week, test out the aerial and earth leads first of
all and then each of the battery leads, being
careful to disconnect the batteries before so
doing. If these are all in satisfactory order
(sometimes one of the high-tension leads is
disconnected internally) try the continuity of
the loud -speaker lead. '

To do this disconnect
both loud -speaker leads
to the set and see if
there is an unbroken
path through them.

At this juncture the
reader may say: " There
is no need for me to
test these leads as I can
hear something in the
loud -speaker all the
time !" Don't you be-
lieve it ! When a loud
signal is coming in it
is quite possible to get
weak loud - speaker
results with one lead
completely discon-
nected due to certain
stray capacities com-
pleting the circuit for
voice and music
frequency currents.

Flexible loud -speaker
leads are particularly
prone to give trouble,
and I should not be
surprised if many
readers discover what is practically obsolete

The horn type (of loud

this state, it would be much better to buy a
new and more modern type.

Rust and dirt on the diaphragm may also
be hindering the functioning, and when you
take it to pieces if there is any need for cleaning
you will sec this at once.

Loss of magnetism also accounts for the
falling off in performance of the
cone type of loud -speaker, as also
does a mal-adjustment of the reed.
This type of loud -speaker is so
cheap nowadays it is scarcely
worth while having the magnets
re -magnetised. It is probably
better to buy a new movement
and have it fitted to your existing
cone. In the case of balanced:
armature loud -speakers, however,
the trouble will quite likely be due
to faulty adjustment.

To get the best results, balanced -
armature loud -speakers need care-
ful setting. With no signal coming
in the armature should be equally
spaced between the two magnet
faces and should not be snore
inclined to one side than the other.

Cone loud -speakers which have
. their ,cones suspended from the
edge often deteriorate after a year
or two by losing the pliability of
the cone suspension material.
Sometimes this is in leather; some-
times cloth, and if the cone has
lost the flexibility of the edge

-speaker) suspension you cannot expect to
nowadays get good results. New cones corn-

plete with flexible edging are easily obtainable
at reasonable prices, and if you cannot fit
them yourself it costs very little to have it
done by the dealer.

Deterioration in Moving Coils
Moving -coil loud -speakers of the permanent -

Magnet type are sometime:; liable to deteriorate
owing to loss of magnetism, for which reason
many manufacturers of commercial sets have
abandoned them, preferring the separately
excited type. This deterioration is so gradual
that it is difficult to test and the only thing to
do is to try' your loud -speaker out against a
similar  model which you know is working
satisfactorily,.

Do not forget to examine the cones of both
permanent -magnet and excited -field loud-
speakers. There is not much trouble in this
regard with modern models, but some of the
earlier ones are none too satisfactory. The

H 7 Baftery
20 volts Iappm4

Milliammeter

Test Leads
Circuit of the -tester described by Percy Harris
last week. A milliammeter is placed in
,series with a 20 -volt battery and a 5,000-ohni

resistance

chief trouble likely to arise with a moving -coil
loud -speaker is the loosening of one or more
turns on the moving coil itself.

The clearance between the moving coil and
the magnet cores is so small that any loosening
of a turn may cause the coil windings to rub,
thus completely spoiling reproduction or else
giving an unpleasant rattling effect. Rattling
noises, however, are not always due to faults
in the loud -speaker, distortion in the output
stage due to overloading may give a very similar
effect.

Work for an.Expert
If the cone itself is badly centred, the coil

may touch, while a deterioration of suspension
material may cause this coil to get slightly out
of centre. Adjustirelt of a moving -coil loud-
speaker which has gone "off colour" is, however,
scarcely the work for any but an expert and
experiments of this kind should not be made
by the beginner.

There are several firms which undertake such
work at reasonable prices-better get them to
help you
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You see
we're interested

Your radio receiver, although installed in your house, belonging to you, is still a matter of much importance
to the Mullard Scientists. You see, as Leaders in British Valve Manufacture, it is our business to make sure
that everything is done which can be done for the betterment of everyday, ordinary home reception.
Consequently, we have, for some considerable time now, given our serious attention to the aerial
stage of receivers, with the result that Mullards, who first introduced Pentode Power into the
speaker stage, have perfected the Screened Pentode for the H.F. stage, the valve which
has made it possible for the 3 -valve A.C. set to be a Pentode -Detector -Pentode Circuit. A great
achievement! Ask your dealer about if. And remember-it is made by Mullards-which speaks volumes.

Whenever you want advice about your set or about your valve.; - ask T.S.D. - Mullard Technical Service

Department-always at your service. You're under no obligation whatsoever. We help ourselves by helping you. When

writing, whether your problem is big or small, give every detail, and address your envelope to T.S.D., Ref. B.L. D.

THE SCREENED PENTODE 1 7/6

.
P

.
4 Mullard

S P . 4 THE  MASTER VALVE
The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, PV .0 .2 .

Arks

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." with Your Order
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"PerArdua
adAstra"

The Royal Air Force motto, " Through
difficulties to the stars," is singularly
applicable to the house of Dubilier,
which, by means of constant and patient
research, has been enabled to give
many important advancements in
radio to the world.

Dubilier products have a reputation
unequalled in the whole world for
reliability and sterling service

- under the most difficult working
conditions. They are supplied to
the R.A.F. and many Govern-
ment Departments, both British
and foreign.

Dubilier's technical advisers,
who are in the forefront of
modern Condenser and Resis-
tance design, are at the
service of any radio manu-
facturer - entirely without
obligation.

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD,
NORTH ACTON, 'LONDON, W. 3.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery Mention "A.W:" to Advertisers
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Plan Settles Down
THE Lucerne Plan, as I said before, is

getting well into its stride. During the
first week of its existence one was tempted to
doubt at times whether it could ever be a
success, but in the second week a big improve-
ment occurred and reception is tending to
become steadily better as night follows night:

I don't think it will be very long before
Europe enjoys a more peaceful time in the
ether than we've had for many years. The
chief trouble now is that many of the smaller
stations using group channels cannot keep
exactly to their proper frequencies.'

They wander somewhat and so cause hetero-
dynes. This is a matter that will right itself
as plants are brought up to date by the installa-
tion of proper frequency -control apparatus.

On the Long Waves
ON the long waveband conditions are still

far from perfect, though they are much
better than they were but a short time since.
Roughly, half of the long -wave stations are
working on tfie Lucerne Plan and the other
half aren't.

Huizen, Konigswusterhausen, Daventry,
Warsaw, Luxembourg, Kalundborg and Oslo
are usually clear of interference, and that's
not a bad selection when you come to think of
it.

What of Eiffel Tower?
THE French authorities say that they won't

close down the Eiffel Tower until Radio -
Paris is free from interference. But so long
as they keep the Eiffel Tower working they
help to overcrowd the waveband and so
prevent Radio -Paris from securing a free
channel!

I don't quite know why, but it reminds me
of the old story of the angler who had just
caught a pike, which was lying on the bank
beside him. Along came a yokel accompanied
by a dog, which proceeded to sniff- at the fish.
Next instant the pike made a snap and grabbed
the dog by the nose. With the pike firmly
attached, the dog promptly made for home
at something approaching the speed of light.

"Hi !" cried the fisherman, seeing his
capture vanishing into the distance. "Call
your dog off.'.' "Nay," grinned the yokel.
"Thee call off they pike."

Medium Waves Pretty Good
THE medium waveband is now pretty good,

taking it all round. My own log shows
that on no recent evening have less than about
twenty stations been receivable strongly and
clear of interference.

Amongst the most reliable at the moment
are Budapest, Beromuenster, Athlone, Vienna,
Stuttgart, Lyons PTT, Langenberg, Rome,
Munich, the Poste Parisien, Breslau, Hilversum
and Trieste.

Another Radio Conference ?
THERE'S some talk of calling another

radio conference in the very .near futnre
to see whether some agreement cannot be
reached that will enable the Lucerne Plan to
work as it should.

It's not a bad idea, for there are several very
important points to be cleared up. First of all
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there is the Eiffel Tower business and then
France has another little trouble-Fecamp,
which does not appear to be obeyinu° orders.

The Luxembourg buSiness must be settled
somehow, though I hope that the suggestion
for jamming its transmissions will not material-
ise.

Holland and Poland will have to be appeased
in some way and we ought to be able to come
to some arrangement with the Swedes about
Motala. They have shown their goodwill
otherwise by keeping very closely to their
allotted frequencies on the medium waveband.

Blood -curdling Broadcasts
THE B.B.C.'s decision to produce melo-

dramas of the real, Old-fashioned thriller
type will probably receive a warm welcome.

Next Friday, Tod Slaughter, of Sweeney
Todd and Maria Marten fame, will give us
Gentlemen, the King. Like the Fat Boy, Tod
Slaughter " wants to Make ver flesh creep "-
and does it. As a nation we enjoy being
harrowed !

You remember the gallery girl who was in
such floods of tears when the heroine was
spurned by the villain that her next-door
neighbour proffered consolation. " Shut up,"
she sobbed, mopping her swollen eyes. "Can't
you see that I'm enjoying myself ?"

0

More Battery Wonders
THE letter on five -bob batteries from a

Stratford-on-Avon reader in a recent issue
of AMATEUR WIRELESS was most interesting.

After relating his experiences with a five-:
bobber, he expresses the opinion that the one
whose performances under test I recorded in,
these notes must have been a "dud."

It wasn't, really, for I obtained it direct
from the firm whose name appears on the label
and was assured by them that it had only just
come into stock.

mateur deb

Further, the preliminary voltmeter and
ammeter tests showed that it was in good
condition.

Volts and Watts and Things
THE reader in question claims that a five -

bob battery, used since the middle of
August, was in the middle of January showing
a voltage of 88 out of an original roc) after
three an a half hours' service a day (Sundays
included) under a load of 6 milliamperes.

In round figures, this is 15o days, so that
the service hours are 525. If the voltage is
now 88 the average voltage must have been at
least go. The total watt-hours are thus 283.5
and the watt-hours per cell 4.3.

I can only say that in the course of laboratory
tests on over a thousand batteries --British,
American, French, German, Swiss, Danish and
Dutch-I have never come across one of standard
capacity that could show anything like such a
figure even if it was run down to the point of
destruct ion !

Reaction Ferocity
WHEN trying out some of this season's

straight sets I have been rather surprised
that their designers and makers should be
content with such fierce reaction.

Provided that the design is not faulty, it is
not as a rule very difficult to make the reaction
control quite smooth.

There should be a steady build-up of signal
strength as the knob is turned clockwise and,
except when a very powerful signal is being
received (when naturally you won't want
reaction), the set should glide smoothly in and
out of oscillation without a trace of " ploppi-
ness" or overlap.

Smooth reaction means that you can get
the very last ounce out of your set for long-
distance reception. With fierce reaction you
can't, because the set "boils over" just when

Explaining the mysteries of cathode-ray television at the Borough Polytechnic, London, where
radio salesmen can now receive instruction in this rapidly growing branch of radio. Here is yet

another proof of the steady advance of television science
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it appeared to be going to give you good volume
from the station that you are trying to get.

Making S.A.V.C. Futile
ANOTHER criticism that I have to level

against some of this year's products is
that though they have self-adjusting volume
control-in deference no doubt to popular
demands-it is so arranged that it is all but
useless for one of its main purposes, the
prevention of fading.

S.A.V.C. can't tackle this particular job
unless there is sufficient magnification in
reserve to bring a signal up to loud -speaker
strength during a period of waning.

Harry Mizler, new light -weight " champ,"
broadcasting from London recently in his

talk on" Fighting Through"

No kind of S.A.V.C., of course, can do any-
thing with a signal that is going out altogether
at intervals, but if there is sufficient amplifi-
cation in hand, well -designed S.A.V.C. can
completely smooth out fading of the milder
type.

As a rule it is not much good fitting S.A.V.C.
to less than two high -frequency or inter-
mediate -frequency stages. With less than two
the only thing that it can do is to prevent the
local station from coming in with an ear -
shattering bellow.

Detector Refinements
T N a recent leaflet the Mullard valve
1 people answer a question which
may have been a puzzle to a good many
wireless enthusiasts.

Why does the same firm manufacture
two battery detector valves ? Wouldn't
a single type suffice for all purposes?

It wouldn't, and here's the reason.
People don't always realise that in a
set with no high -frequency stage or
only one of them the impulses reaching
the detector valve are usually quite
small. But with two high -frequency
stages impulses are usually of con-
siderable amplitude and those applied
to the second detector of a superhet
may be bigger still.

Thus in a simple set you can use a
rather high -impedance detector valve,
which gives slightly more magnification;
but in a big set a detector of somewhat
lower impedance is required in order to
be able to handle the bigger impulses
without distortion.

The point is an important one and
many people suffer from the unpleasant
kind of distortion caused by detector -
valve overload without knowing what
the cause is. The substitution of a
detector of moderate impedance for one
of high impedance in a big set has often
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an almost miraculous effect on the quality.
[Kenneth Jowers enlarges upon this theme in
a special article on page i66.-Ed.]

America's Wireless Giants
SOME time ago I told you that WLW, the

Crosley station at Cincinnati, Ohio, was
conducting experimental transmissions every
day with an output power of 500 kilowatts.

I now hear that 400 -kilowatt transmissions
are being made also by KDKA, the Westing-
house station at Pittsburgh. Both of these
transmissions are made after midnight in
America, which means from 5 a.m. onwards in
this country.

They have been well received on quite
small sets as late as half -past eight in the
morning. WLW works on 428.3 metres and
KDKA 011.305.9 Metres. Have a shot for, them
at breakfast time.

World-wide Wireless
T T seems probable that these two big Ameri-

can1 stations will eventually be allowed by
the Federal Radio Board to use their full
power for regular programmes. When they do
I am open to wager that they will heterodyne
European stations from about 9 p.m. onwards
in winter time.

Just two of them perhaps won't matter
very much, but you know what Americans
are : every town will want to have a broad-
casting station as big as them, if not bigger.

Imagine a hundred such giants at work,
and remember that the United States use a
10 -kilocycle separation instead of the 9 -
kilocycles of the Lucerne Plan.

Probably there will have to be in time a
World Conference to limit output power and
to draw up a wavelength plan not only for
Europe but for the whole globe. That will
indeed be some job.

This Year's Exhibition
T T is a bit early perhaps to talk about this
1 year's big Wireless Exhibition at Olympia,
but I thought that you might like to know
roughly when it will be held.

The exact date for its opening has not yet
been fixed, but it has been decided that it will
be held some time between August 13 and
September 2.

Last year's exhibition started on Tuesday,
August 15, so the probabilities are that this
year the opening day will be either Tuesday
the 14th or Tuesday the 21st of August.

I think that the 14th is the more probable
date, since the Scottish Wireless Exhibition
will probably begin on August 31.

Radio en voyage ! The captain and some of his
engineers listening to an H.M.V. portable while

crossing the English Channel
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Aircraft and Wireless
BY a remarkable coincidence Marconi was

sending his first feeble messages across the
Atlantic just about the same time as the
Wright brothers were making their first
heavier-than-air flights. The aeroplane and
wireless may therefore be said to have grown
up together, and I am inclined to think that
the next big development will be in the
direction of a still cldser connection between
the two.

I am not referring to the ordinary wireless
equipment which enables a pilot to pick up
weather reports and send messages back to the
aerodrome, or, even in case of necessity, to get
his bearings from a D.F. land station. What
I have in mind is the ingenious system-now
firmly established in America-of "charting"
the air by means of radiated wireless beams,
and of fitting each aerodrome with short-wave
transmitters designed to allow the pilot to land
" blindly " even in the densest fog.

New Radio Careers
SOMETHING of this sort will have to be

done sooner or later if the airway is to
compete on an equal footing-both in
regularity and safety-with other forms of
transport. And when it does come it should
open up a new and interesting field of employ-
ment for those who are keen on radio as a
career. In the first place there will be a
tremendous amount of constructive and
engineering work to be done in fitting up all
the aerodromes with the necessary "beam"
transmission gear, and in the second place
a highly skilled staff of radio operatives will
be required to run and maintain the airway
services of the future.

More Patents
ACCORDING to an official report, no less

than 36,744 applications- for patents were
filed last year-which works out at over
a hundred a day, including Sundays. Of
course, there are other kinds of inventors, but
I would say that quite a fair percentage of the
total is accounted for by wireless, and what
one might call "allied industries."

Every year produces a new crop of patented
radio circuits, components and "gadgets" in
general, including valves, batteries, eliminators,
loud -speakers, aerials, and what not. Last
year, in particular, I believe an enormous
amount of inventive work was done in
connection with television, including photo-
electric cells, and cathode-ray tubes-to say

nothing of special improvements in
sound and picture reproduction intended
for the gramophone and talkie film
industries.

It is amazing to think of so many
new brainwaves being hatched out
per annum. In fact it is calculated
to give the ordinary_ man a bad head-
ache-or a pain in the neck !

Potter's Wheel
AND yet some of the most modern

work is still being carried out by
methods which -in principle-date back
to ancient times. For instance, the
other day I had an opportunity of
seeing the way in which the conical
diaphragms for loud -speakers are manu-
factured.

A handful of wet pulp is thrown on
to a rapidly -rotating disk of wire -gauze,
which first of all throws off the surplus
water and then, by centrifugal force,
spreads the remaining material evenly:
over the "dished" surface of the gauze
until it takes up the required shape
and sets there. The whole process is
most effective and ingenious, though it
reminded me very forcibly of the old-
fashioned Potter's wheel.
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Home-made Components for the Set -builder

Build Your Own. Low-

frequency Transformer!
By

WHEN you start thinking about wireless,
one of the very first puzzles is how a
transformer works. How, that is to

say, a current flowing in one winding can set
up another current in an adjacent winding-
even though you know perfectly well that
there is no direct connection between the two
windings.

The next thing you wonder is why the
transformer is so called. What does it trans -

25 PAIRS
OF

STAMPINGS

Fig. 1.-How the T- and U- shaped pieces
form the iron core for the bobbin

form, in other words? If you are thinking of
the word transform in the sense of radical
change the transformer is mis-named. For
the current in the second winding is just the
same in nature as the current in the first.

Right now you might as well clear up your
ideas about the transformer. It consists of
two windings, one called the primary and the
other the secondary, with a centre core of soft
iron.

The iron is in the form of laminations,
as you can see from Fig. I. These
laminations are shaped as U's and T's.
As you can see, the U's surround the
bobbin carrying the windings, while
the T's go through the centre, so making
a complete iron circuit.

Two Windings
The bobbin inside the iron circuit

consists of two quite separate windings.
Each winding has a large number of
turns of very fine wire. The inner
bobbin is what we call the primary, and
the outer bobbin the secondary.

In case you want to know, the
primary consists of 2,800 turns of No. 44
gauge enamel -covered wire. After
this has been wound on it is covered
with a layer of insulating tape-as you
can understand from a look at Fig. 2.

On top of this tape is wound the
secondary, consisting of 11,200 turns
of the same wire as for the primary.

You don't need to be much of a

mathematician to see that the ratio of secon-
dary turns to primary is 4 to r. In theory
this means that there will be four times as
much voltage across the secondary as there is
across the primary. In other words, such a
transformer gives you a step-up in voltage.

In practice you don't get quite all this
step-up, because there are various losses in
the iron and in the insulation between the
windings-but you do get something very
close to the theoretical step-up. The trans-
former is, in fact, one of the most efficient
components in a radio set.

Just one thing here ,before we go any
further. Why the iron at the centre? It is
simply to increase the inductance of the
windings. The low -frequency currents we
want to pass through such a transformer need
this high inductance-which cannot be
obtained in a practicable way by increasing
the number of turns.

Well, that's enough about the theory of the
thing. If you want to know more, any good
school book on magnetism and electricity will
tell you. Our job here is to show
you how very simple it is to make
up a really sound little transformer
for yourself. It has plenty of
iron, plenty of turns on the
primary and secondary, so it has
a nice high inductance for good -
quality amplification.

We assure you that it is not a
practicable job to wind your own
primary and secondary. Only a
very experienced amateur blessed
with infinite patience could tackle
such a task.

So, in order to make the trans-
former appeal to as large a section
of our amateur friends as possible,
we have already arranged -for
Peto Scott and Ohmic Accessories
to supply the kit of parts, the price
being only 3s. 6d.

You can obtain these kits from
Peto Scott, Ltd., of 77 City Road,

eoC 3 St'pgy, SECONDARY.
11,200 TURNS OF

.44 GAUGE WI RE

START lL

PRIMARY.
2800 TURNS

OF

44 GAUGE WIRE

GREL%

(To G.)

BLUE

Fig. 2.-A peep inside the transformer, showing the
relative positions of primary and secondary windings on

the bobbin, with the insulating tape in between

Fig. 3 From this diagram of the finished
transformer you can see how the wires from
the bobbins are taken to their correct

terminals

London, E.G., and from Ohmic Accessories, of
8 Myron Place, Lewisham, S.E.13.

These kits consist of three main con-
stituents. A large moulded case, a bobbin
already wound with the primary and secondary,
and an iron core consisting of twenty-five
pairs of T and U pieces.

When your kit arrives, you will find all the
iron laminations in one of the packets. Sort
out the T's from the U's and then begin to
insert them in the bobbin --as shown by

How the laminations of the transformer are built up into
a complete core

our specially drawn diagram Fig. 1.
Firstly, insert a T on one side, then

a U on the other, then a U on top of the
first T, and then a T on top of the first
U, so alternating T's and U's up each
side until all of them are in place.

Make quite sure that all these lamina-
tions fit tightly-and if you have a T
over jam it in one end through the centre
so as to make a really tight job.

Now you are ready to put the
assembled bobbin into the case. You
will find that from the bobbin there are
four wires-all from the same end.
Drop the bobbin into the case so that
these four wires come at the bottom
end of the case, which will, of course,
be upside down for this purpose.

There are two possible ways of putting
in this core, but make sure that your
way is such that the coloured wires
come near their right terminals. The
red must come near the terminal

Continued on next page
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Radio in the Great War

Snow -and Atmospherics

Keystone photo

AMERICA'S HIGHEST AIRWAY STATION
At an altitude of 7,200 feet at Summitt, California, where the

Lincoln Highway crosses the Sierra Nevada Mountains, is the
highest man -operated radio station in America. Here six men
are an twenty-four hour duty sending out signals and weather
reports to the Trans -Continental air liners on what is one of the
most treacherous stretches of the airway system on the whole of

the American continent

ATMOSPHERICS! Well, of all the
peculiar species. . .

But what a day it was ! Scraping,
jamming, and then the mysterious rattle.

Our mast stood on the summit of a hill.
The aerial itself ran parallel to the road
which linked the village of Wagnonlieu with
the city of Arras.

Had you been walking, perhaps marching,
past this particular spot on Easter Monday,
1957, you would have seen that the lead-in
ran into an aperture in the bank of the road.

Airman-with Phones 1
And as a wireless enthusiast, you naturally

would have been interested to see a young
fellow in the uniform of the Royal Flying
Corps, seated on a ration box, with a pair of
the famous Browns' adjustable clasped to
his ears, and twiddling the condenser dials of
a Mark III trench receiver.

That would be Georgie, if the time had been
8 a.m., or thereabouts.

But the dawn had hardly broken when I
started the day's " watch. ' Shortly after
donning the phones, the first air -patrol sig-
nalled a target for the battery to which we '
were attached.

Then another, followed in quick succession
by messages from machines of our own and
other squadrons. And by the time Georgie
arrived to relieve me for breakfast signals were
bombarding us from all points of the compass.

Not only did they come in thick and heavy,
but each transmitter apparently did its utmost
to drown the other.

" Earthing " the Apparatus
As if that were not enough, the detonations

and rumble of massed artillery fire shook
the dugout, causing streams of earth to fall
down necks and over the apparatus.

Returning from a breakfast of fried bully,
a thick slice of bread, and an enamelled mug
full of tea, I found Georgie overwhelmed by
the complexity of things.

"Come-on-Lowe," he cried in jerks.
"Take-other-phones."

You see, the circuit
was so arranged as to
accommodate two pairs.
And there we were, filling
page after page, until a
few hours log gained
hefty proportions.

Georgie knocked my
arm.

"What's that ? "
"I dunno."
"Sounds like the

distant murmuring of
a babbling brook."

Signals had fallen off
considerably.

The arrow -marked
watch that was affixed
to the lid of the receiver
denoted that the hour
for dinner was approach-
ing ; and, taking his
billy -can, Georgie step-
ped out of the dugout.

"Snowing, Lowe," he
shouted.

I looked outside.
Large flakes were falling.

The din of artillery
battle had become
somewhat fainter.

But what was that
rumbling in the phones?
At first it had sounded

like running water. Now, with the increasing
force of the blizzard, the noise assumed that
produced by small marbles being rapidly
dropped in a china basin.

Signals from planes were now few and far
between. A mantle of white covered the
landscape. As the fall of snow thickened, so
that peculiar noise increased in volume.
None of your ear-splitting cackles or cracks-
a persistent, continuous, rapid shelling of
marbles into a basin.

Georgie returned from his dinner of Machono-
chie.

"Anything up ? "
" No, can't hear signals. But listen to

this ! "
"Strewth, what's happening? I'm not

wearing these." And with that, my comrade
placed the phones on the ration -box "table."

With billy -can in hand, I climbed out of the
hole. The blizzard was at its height. Those
X's were now broad-
casting to within a few
yards around the dug-
out. No operator could
have worn the telephones
for more than a few
moments without his
aural faculties being
affected: It was terrific,
and at its zenith, nothing
more or less than the
racket of a cup -tie
enthusiast's rattle (with-
out the intervals of
silence).

I battled through the
snow back to the dugout.
The storm began to
abate.

Georgie looked up
from his seat. He had
replaced the phones on
his big fat head.

" It's going off," he
said.

Sure enough, the

Cessation of the mysterous X's coincided with
the end of the blizzard.

We looked at each other.
" Wonder what it was " I murmured.
The silly fool grinned.
" Why, I discovered that whilst you were

at dinner."
" Well, what was it? "
"You know this wireless telephony they're

trying out ?"
Well ? "

" A squadron sergeant -major spoke into the
microphone. Being such a sensitive piece of
apparatus, it naturally . . it . . . well, we
were getting his signals, that's all."

" You silly mut
But what a day ! Phew ! W. T. LOWE.

Build Your Own Low -
frequency Transformer!

Continued from preceding page
marked " H.T.", the black near " P," the blue
near " G.B.", and the green near terminal
"G." See Fig. 3.

You can now connect up these wires to their
correct terminals, either by soldering-which
is preferable-or by screwing down underneath
the washers. Make a clean contact by scraping
off the silk covering from the ends of the wires
before. connection.

Well, that's the transformer. It is ready to
do good work in a wireless set-in the low -
frequency amplifying stage of almost any
type of receiver.

It can replace any existing low -frequency
transformer of the ordinary type. Then again,
if you have a set with a resistance -coupled
stage you can get more volume by taking out
the present coupling and using our transformer.

In any straight set using a transformer that is
not giving you good quality our new transformer
can be put in without any alteration.

We have now told you, in our three special
home -builder articles, how to make a tuning
coil, a high -frequency choke, and now a low -
frequency transformer. You have the most
important components needed to build a
first-class modern set.

Next week we are going to tell you how to
make use of the Lucerne coils in all sorts of
popular sets. Then the following week comes
our own three-valver employing all the com-
ponents we have designed and described.

" We will now play you How Deep is the Ocean ?' "
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How to Take
Grid Bias

front the Mains
A helpful article by the AMATEUR

WIRELESS Technical Staff

ARE you still using a grid -bias battery
with your mains set? We ask this
question because it seems that many

amateurs who have long since gone over to
mains working have retained the small 9- or
i6 -volt battery for grid bias "for simplicity."

Nov in practice the retention of this little
battery is not simple at all, because you never
quite know when it is going to give up the
ghost. If it does that you are in danger of
ruining your power valve, which will take an
excessive anode current when the grid bias
fails.

Practice-Not Theory I
Perhaps you do not realise how extremely

simple it is to fix up grid bias from the mains?
If not, this article should help you. We are
not going into the theory of mains grid bias at
all. Instead, we are keeping right down to
brass tacks, covering all the usual mains -set
bias needs.

Let's talk first about automatic grid bias.
This is the usual system, in which a resistance
is connected in between the cathode of the
valve and earth, in such a way that the anode
current completes its circuit through that
resistance.

As you know,when a current flows
through a resistance there is a voltage
drop across the resistance. Look at
Fig. r, for example. We have an
ordinary transformer in front of a
five -pin valve holder. You already
have these two components. prob-
ably, but if you are using a grid -bias
battery they are wired up slightly
differently.

Assuming you are, there will be
a flexible connection from the grid -
bias terminal of the transformer
secondary, going to a negative
socket in the grid -bias battery,
while the C, or cathode, terminal of
the valve holder will be joined to
earth.

Grid -bias Terminal
You remove these two con-

nections-and forget them. Then
join the grid -bias terminal of the
transformer to earth. Connect the
cathode or fifth pin of the valve
holder to one side of a fixed resistance and the
cjther side to earth.

Now this is the resistance we were just talk-
ing about. Through it flows the anode current
of the power valve. Across this resistance

-develops a voltage, and it ,is this voltage we
make use of for grid bias.

One thing is important to note right here.
The voltage thus gained for grid bias is lost for
the anode.. or high tension. As this is seldom
more than 15 or 20 volts, and as there is usually
plenty of spare voltage from the mains, this
is not much of a drawback-especially when
you think how simple are the alterations.

What you want to know is how to work out
the, resistance for any given grid -bias require-
ment. As you will find, every power is sup-
plied by the makers with a little slip of paper,

giving working details of
the valve-including the
grid bias and anode cur-
rent.

For example, you might
find the valve needs 15o
volts high tension with
so volts grid bias, at
which the anode current would be quoted as
so milliamperes. For this problem you need
not worry about the high-tension voltage figure.
Divide the grid -bias figure quoted by the
makers, say io volts, by the anode current
passed under this condition, here to milli-
amperes.

As one figure is in volts and the other in
milliamperes-thousandths of an ampere-it
is necessary to multiply the answer to this
division sum by r,000.

Here, then, the sum works out at ro divided
by ro multiplied by r,000, which is quite ob-
viously i,000. The answer is in ohms, so a
r,000 -ohm resistance will give you the required
to volts grid bias.

Of course, if the anode current were only
5 milliamperes you would need a 2,000 -ohm
resistance, and if it were zo milliamperes you

Fig. 2.-How grid bias is applied automatically to a directly
heated power valve

would need only a 50o -ohm resistance. In these
days most makers give the resistance value on
the valve slip, so you will not need to work it
out.

The resistance, when its value has been
found and it has been connected up as shown
by Fig.', trust be by-passed with a 2-microfarad
fixed condenser. If this is omitted you will
find that the bass notes will be cut down, and
possibly there will be some instability.

The condenser is very easy to connect. One
side of the condenser goes to C, or cathode, of
the valve holder, and the other goes to earth
or the grid -bias terminal on the low -frequency
transformer which is itself earthed.

We have dealt with automatic grid bias for
an indirectly heated output valve, where the
cathode is quite a separate electrode. Many

L.FTRANSn

Fig. r.-Typical circuit for applying grid bias to an
indirectly -heated power valve

of you have directly heated power valves and to
obtain grid bias from the mains for such valves
needs a slightly different circuit.

Taking the Osram PX4 as typical of the
sort of directly heated power valve used in
some mains sets, we find that the system shown
by Fig. 2 is the most suitable for obtaining the
grid bias.

Obtaining Voltage Drop
The. principle of the system is the same as

before. The grid -bias voltage is obtained by
inserting a resistance in a suitable part of the
circuit, so obtaining a voltage drop from the
current flowing round the anode circuit from
the high-tension supply.

In this system there is no separate cath-
ode, so we have to provide an artificial
centre point for the filament connection. This

we do with a potentiometer
resistance connected across the
filament heater, marked H,H.

The winding is connected across
the filament terminals of the valve
holder, and the slider connection
taken to one side of a fixed resis-
tance, the remaining side of which
is joined to earth.

Earth Connection
Looking at the Fig. 2 circuit,

you will see that, as before, the
connection that previously went
to the negative side of the grid -
bias battery, that is the terminal
marked "G.B." on the secondary
of the transformer, is now taken
directly to earth.

A condenser is connected
between this grid -bias terminal on
the transformer and the slider on
the potentiometer.

The value of the resistance
connected between the slider and
earth is calculated in just the

same way as before by finding out what
bias voltage you want and what is the
anode current of the power valve at
that voltage. Then divide the current
into the voltage and multiply by L000.
The answer will be the resistance required
in ohms.

One last point. If there is any hum in the
reproduction, carefully re -adjust the setting
of the slider of the potentiometer, as there is
usually one point at which all trace of hum can
be eliminated.

If you are working on D.C. mains with the
new indirectly heated mains valves the same
principles apply for grid bias. You must
make quite sure, though, that you take your
earth returns really to earth-and not just to
one side of the filament.
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How they do it in Germany. This operator strikes every valve with a
mallet before it leaves the factory -then the manufacturer knows it

will stand up to rough handling !

OOKING through a Cossor valve cata-
logue the other day, a young friend of

i mine was slightly mystified when he
came across three consecutive pages describing
three different valves for the detector stage.

Naturally, he was looking for a new valve.
Ile knew perfectly well what he wanted before
he looked in the catalogue until he saw these
three valves. Then he was puzzled.

Three Detector Valves
"Why should there be a 2 roHL, a 2 roHF,

and a 2 IoDet for detection ? " he asked me.
Before I had time to reply, he went on. " Then
much the same mystery surrounds the Mullard
catalogue. They have a PMIHF, a PAM -IL,
and a PM2DX-all recommended for detection.
What am Ito use? "

As I was telling him, I realised that he was
probably voicing the puzzlement of many an
amateur listener. So here I am writing an
article, telling you which type to use for your
own needs.

For a start, we can reduce the three appar-
ently distinct types of detector to two. One is
the higher impedance type, such as the
Cossor HL or the Mullard HF. These are only
detectors by accident and not
by design. Their original use
was for high -frequency ampli-
fication in the old days before
screen -grids came along. They
are still used now in certain
five -valve portables, but they
have undoubtedly gone out of
general use.

Impedances
I should say that there are

only two detector types of any
importance to -day -medium
and low impedance. Typical
examples are the Cossor 2 rolIF
with an impedance of 15,800
ohms in the medium -impedance
class, or the Mullarff PALA-IL
with an impedance of 20,000
ohms.

In the second class, we have
valves such as the Cossor
2 IoDet, with an impedance of
53,000 ohms, and the Mullard
PM2DX -a very popular valve
-with an impedance of 12,000
ohms.

Now the anxious amateur
will want ,tp know what is the
function of the high- as corn-

t, -

pared with the low -impe-
dance detector. To explain
this, it will be simpler to give
you some typical examples.

Let us take the case of -I
reader with a battery super -
het set. No matter where he
lives the volume from home
and foreign stations will be
very great -the signal input to the detector,
I mean.

The PM2DX valve handles almost twice as
much input as the although the
amplification is only 18 as compared with 28.

In such a set the paramount need is for a
valve that will handle the maximum signal
input without distortion. With so many
valves there is no need to worry about any loss
of amplification at the detector stage.

Obviously, the valve type to use here is the
Mullard PM2DX or the Cossor 2 IoDet-or
similar impedance valves in the ranges pro-
duced by other makers and listed on this page.

Suppose that, in ignorance, you were to put
in the higher -impedance type, such as the
Cossor 2 toHF. What would be the result?
With the weaker stations the volume would be

Three Ways of

---

How the filament is
supported in a typical
Cossor detector valve

slightly up on the
PM2DX type, but
what would hap-
pen to the quality
on the rest of the stations? was

You would get nasty overload- and
ing-and the usual milliammeter arm(
in the anode circuit of the power . gav
valve would reveal evident signs aid
of distortion, because the needle thin
would waggle both ways.

have told me that they are getting :som
Quite a number of amateurs to

distortion even with increased pro
high tension and a super -power sou
valve. They have first blamed the . iho
output stage, and finally decided ' Tcrr
that the loud -speaker was to
blame. Actually, the second detector
valve -assuming a super -het -was
overloading.

This would happen with a type
of valve such as the Cossor 210H1.,
a detector with an impedance of
22,000 ohms. The excuse for using
this valve might be that it had

given good results in the past. You would
not have realised that as the stations have all
increased in power the valve has been more and
more overloaded with the increased signal
input. The distortion at the detector has been
amplified by the following valves, so that the
power valve has had to handle a signal already
badly distorted. No improvement in the

Putting
Your Detector Right

By KENNETH JOWERS
the best he tuned in a very weak foreigner,
then plugged in the valves one after

her. When he had found the one that
e more volume than any of the others, he

: " That's the valve for me," and left
gs at that.
hen he happened to tune in the local station
listen to some announcements. They
tded very nice indeed. Came an orchestral
gramme; every other bass note and such
ids as cymbals sounded as
ugh they were cracked.

blc !

Signal -handling
He was just another amateur

putting too much emphasis on
the need for amplification at
the detector, and not enough
on the all-important attribute
of signal -handling.
4 The set in question was one
with two high -frequency stages
and it was only afterwards that
I found out the valve he was
trying to use was an " B.C.,"
capable of handling only a
fraction of a volt without
distortion.

When I called in, I simply

The chances are two to one
-unknowingly, of course -using
of detector valve in your batt
here a member of the "Amal

Technical Staff tells y
to do about it in a vet
forward way. Several
taken into account in
detector for any part
notes will put you* on
you want to try furicker
overlook the article 'on 1

by W. James on pages I!
mostly intresi

Cossor photo

Operators at work on one of the big rotary pumps at a British factory.
A nearly perfect vacuum is obtained by this machine

output stage has any effect on
this distortion.

I stress this case because it is
very common to -day. People
want to get the utmost from
weak stations, and blindly fit
the highest " mag " detector
valve. But they forget what
they are doing -or never know.

I'll give you a real -life
example. An amateur friend
had a number of detectors in
his box, and to find out which

that you are
the wrong type
ary set. Well,
:eur Wireless "
ou just what
-y simple and straight -

factors have to be
the choice of the best
icular set and these

the right track. And if
valve experiments don't
high -frequency pentodes
56 -157 -that feature will

mains users

replaced the " R.C.," type when a Mullard
PM2DX and the -quality was then well up to
standard.

Taking this problem from another angle, let
us consider those with sets having detector and
low -frequency stages, but no high -frequency
amplification in front of the detector. The
low-impedahce type of valve I have been
cracking up is not much use to them.

They need, above all, good amplification at
the detector. This is where the higher -
impedance valve comes into its own. For,
with the higher impedance goes a much higher

amplification. This
in itself is an advan-
tage in such simple
sets, but there is

still another point in its favour.
The anode current of the 210H1'

type of valve with ioo volts high
tension is 3 milliamperes, whereas
the anode current of a low -
impedance valve with the same
high tension would be between
5 and 6 milliamperes.

So you see that there is another
factor to be considered. If your

VALVE,

Make

Cossor
Cossor
Hivac
Marconi
Marconi ...
Marconi ...
Mazda ...
Micromesh...
Mullard
Mullard
Mullard
Osram
Osram
Six -Sixty
Six -Sixty
Triotron
Triotron

; DESIGNED SPECIALLY FOR
DETECTOR USE

Type

8
&

t 
,L. --h2

Ta,2
E<

li g
=, i

6'

,,d

t:-;>:

jc,
-,S'L'
'' "Ei<

210HF 15,800 24 1.5 2.2
210Det 13,000 15 1.15 2.5
D210 13,000 16 1.2 3.0

HL210 20,000 24 1.2 2.0
HL2 18,000 27 1.5 1.0
L210 12,000 II .92 2.0

HL2I0 18,500 26 1.4 2.0
HLB I 16,000 24 1.5 2.0

PM1H L 20,000 28 1.4 1.2
PM I LF 12,000 I I .9 2.6
PM2DX 12,000 18 1.5 3.0

HL2 18,000 27 1.5 1.0
L210 12,000 II .92 2.0

210H L 20,000 26 1.3 1.0
210LF 2,500 10.6 .85 2.5
HD2 5,000 15 1.0 2.0
SD2 2,000 18 1.5 3.0
L210 6,000 16 1.0 3.0
HL2 6,000 24 1.5 2.0
L2 2,000 15 1.2 2.5

Gulliland photo
Completed valves are passed through this German machine and auto-
matically ejected into one of ten trays according to any one of ten faults

that may be shown up

high-tension supply is on the meagre side and
you want to economise as much as possible in
the anode current you will have to effect a
compromise -whatever type of set you are
using.

I suggest you use the higher -impedance type
of valve, but make some provision for control-
ling the input from the preceding stages. Then
you can keep your quality up to standard and
at the same time economise in high-tension
current.

Now I come to a point that many amateurs
entirely neglect. I refer to the connection for
the grid leak. As a rule, this leak is taken from
the grid condenser to the low-tension negative
side of the accumulator. I am referring now,
of course, to sets that have been in use for some
little time.

That was all very well in sets usino-° the old
type of detector, which was designed to work
with a slight negative bias. But if you start
putting in a modern high -efficiency detector
with such a connection you will find that the
set will become unstable.

Positive Bias Needed Now
The reason is that the modern valves need a

positive bias in order to work on its correct
operating point. Under this condition, grid
current flows, thus stabilising the valve.

You are then able to obtain the maximum

output from that valve, whereas
with the old connection you might
have condemned it as no better
than the original valve. In
other words, the modern detector
should have its grid leak taken
from the grid condenser to low-
tension positive.

Another point that often causes
trouble is fierce reaction when a
new. detector is inserted. It is
more than likely that the new
valve will have a lower impedance
than the old one, and this will
cause the valve to oscillate more
freely. If the set already oscil-
lated quite well, it is very prob-
able that uncontrollable oscilla-
tion may be caused with the new
valve.

A simple way to stop this
trouble is reduction of the high
tension. But that will mean bad

quality,. probably. It is not likely that you
have made your own coils, but if you have the
remedy is very simple -remove one or two
turns from the reaction windings. Or you
could use a smaller capacity reaction condenser.

One remedy that rarely fails is the connection
of a small capacity pre-set type of condenser
between the anode of the detector valve and
earth. This is adjusted until sufficient high
frequency is by-passed to give complete stability
with the reaction condenser at minimum.

High -impedance Types
From what I have said, you might imagine

that there is no occasion when a really high -
impedance valve should be used for the detec-
tor. On the contrary, the high -impedance can
be very useful. Take a set with resistance -
capacity coupling after the detector. When
the set was built you probably used the PM I A,
a valve with an impedance of 41,600 ohms.

Although I said a high -impedance valve can
be very useful, I Was not thinking of that
particular type; it is really too high.

I was thinking more of the P331HF type,
with an impedance of 22,500 ohms. This
valve makes an ideal detector with a resistance
capacity stage after it. But you cannot just
take out the PMTA and put the PMil-IF in its
place. You must alter the anode resistance to
something around 75,00o ohms.
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How they do it in Germany. This operator strikes every valve with a
mallet before it leaves the factory -then the manufacturer knows it

will stand up to rough handling !

OOKING through a Cossor valve cata-
logue the other day, a young friend of

i mine was slightly mystified when he
came across three consecutive pages describing
three different valves for the detector stage.

Naturally, he was looking for a new valve.
Ile knew perfectly well what he wanted before
he looked in the catalogue until he saw these
three valves. Then he was puzzled.

Three Detector Valves
"Why should there be a 2 roHL, a 2 roHF,

and a 2 IoDet for detection ? " he asked me.
Before I had time to reply, he went on. " Then
much the same mystery surrounds the Mullard
catalogue. They have a PMIHF, a PAM -IL,
and a PM2DX-all recommended for detection.
What am Ito use? "

As I was telling him, I realised that he was
probably voicing the puzzlement of many an
amateur listener. So here I am writing an
article, telling you which type to use for your
own needs.

For a start, we can reduce the three appar-
ently distinct types of detector to two. One is
the higher impedance type, such as the
Cossor HL or the Mullard HF. These are only
detectors by accident and not
by design. Their original use
was for high -frequency ampli-
fication in the old days before
screen -grids came along. They
are still used now in certain
five -valve portables, but they
have undoubtedly gone out of
general use.

Impedances
I should say that there are

only two detector types of any
importance to -day -medium
and low impedance. Typical
examples are the Cossor 2 rolIF
with an impedance of 15,800
ohms in the medium -impedance
class, or the Mullarff PALA-IL
with an impedance of 20,000
ohms.

In the second class, we have
valves such as the Cossor
2 IoDet, with an impedance of
53,000 ohms, and the Mullard
PM2DX -a very popular valve
-with an impedance of 12,000
ohms.

Now the anxious amateur
will want ,tp know what is the
function of the high- as corn-

t, -

pared with the low -impe-
dance detector. To explain
this, it will be simpler to give
you some typical examples.

Let us take the case of -I
reader with a battery super -
het set. No matter where he
lives the volume from home
and foreign stations will be
very great -the signal input to the detector,
I mean.

The PM2DX valve handles almost twice as
much input as the although the
amplification is only 18 as compared with 28.

In such a set the paramount need is for a
valve that will handle the maximum signal
input without distortion. With so many
valves there is no need to worry about any loss
of amplification at the detector stage.

Obviously, the valve type to use here is the
Mullard PM2DX or the Cossor 2 IoDet-or
similar impedance valves in the ranges pro-
duced by other makers and listed on this page.

Suppose that, in ignorance, you were to put
in the higher -impedance type, such as the
Cossor 2 toHF. What would be the result?
With the weaker stations the volume would be

Three Ways of

---

How the filament is
supported in a typical
Cossor detector valve

slightly up on the
PM2DX type, but
what would hap-
pen to the quality
on the rest of the stations? was

You would get nasty overload- and
ing-and the usual milliammeter arm(
in the anode circuit of the power . gav
valve would reveal evident signs aid
of distortion, because the needle thin
would waggle both ways.

have told me that they are getting :som
Quite a number of amateurs to

distortion even with increased pro
high tension and a super -power sou
valve. They have first blamed the . iho
output stage, and finally decided ' Tcrr
that the loud -speaker was to
blame. Actually, the second detector
valve -assuming a super -het -was
overloading.

This would happen with a type
of valve such as the Cossor 210H1.,
a detector with an impedance of
22,000 ohms. The excuse for using
this valve might be that it had

given good results in the past. You would
not have realised that as the stations have all
increased in power the valve has been more and
more overloaded with the increased signal
input. The distortion at the detector has been
amplified by the following valves, so that the
power valve has had to handle a signal already
badly distorted. No improvement in the

Putting
Your Detector Right

By KENNETH JOWERS
the best he tuned in a very weak foreigner,
then plugged in the valves one after

her. When he had found the one that
e more volume than any of the others, he

: " That's the valve for me," and left
gs at that.
hen he happened to tune in the local station
listen to some announcements. They
tded very nice indeed. Came an orchestral
gramme; every other bass note and such
ids as cymbals sounded as
ugh they were cracked.

blc !

Signal -handling
He was just another amateur

putting too much emphasis on
the need for amplification at
the detector, and not enough
on the all-important attribute
of signal -handling.
4 The set in question was one
with two high -frequency stages
and it was only afterwards that
I found out the valve he was
trying to use was an " B.C.,"
capable of handling only a
fraction of a volt without
distortion.

When I called in, I simply

The chances are two to one
-unknowingly, of course -using
of detector valve in your batt
here a member of the "Amal

Technical Staff tells y
to do about it in a vet
forward way. Several
taken into account in
detector for any part
notes will put you* on
you want to try furicker
overlook the article 'on 1

by W. James on pages I!
mostly intresi

Cossor photo

Operators at work on one of the big rotary pumps at a British factory.
A nearly perfect vacuum is obtained by this machine

output stage has any effect on
this distortion.

I stress this case because it is
very common to -day. People
want to get the utmost from
weak stations, and blindly fit
the highest " mag " detector
valve. But they forget what
they are doing -or never know.

I'll give you a real -life
example. An amateur friend
had a number of detectors in
his box, and to find out which

that you are
the wrong type
ary set. Well,
:eur Wireless "
ou just what
-y simple and straight -

factors have to be
the choice of the best
icular set and these

the right track. And if
valve experiments don't
high -frequency pentodes
56 -157 -that feature will

mains users

replaced the " R.C.," type when a Mullard
PM2DX and the -quality was then well up to
standard.

Taking this problem from another angle, let
us consider those with sets having detector and
low -frequency stages, but no high -frequency
amplification in front of the detector. The
low-impedahce type of valve I have been
cracking up is not much use to them.

They need, above all, good amplification at
the detector. This is where the higher -
impedance valve comes into its own. For,
with the higher impedance goes a much higher

amplification. This
in itself is an advan-
tage in such simple
sets, but there is

still another point in its favour.
The anode current of the 210H1'

type of valve with ioo volts high
tension is 3 milliamperes, whereas
the anode current of a low -
impedance valve with the same
high tension would be between
5 and 6 milliamperes.

So you see that there is another
factor to be considered. If your

VALVE,

Make

Cossor
Cossor
Hivac
Marconi
Marconi ...
Marconi ...
Mazda ...
Micromesh...
Mullard
Mullard
Mullard
Osram
Osram
Six -Sixty
Six -Sixty
Triotron
Triotron

; DESIGNED SPECIALLY FOR
DETECTOR USE

Type

8
&

t 
,L. --h2

Ta,2
E<

li g
=, i

6'

,,d

t:-;>:

jc,
-,S'L'
'' "Ei<

210HF 15,800 24 1.5 2.2
210Det 13,000 15 1.15 2.5
D210 13,000 16 1.2 3.0

HL210 20,000 24 1.2 2.0
HL2 18,000 27 1.5 1.0
L210 12,000 II .92 2.0

HL2I0 18,500 26 1.4 2.0
HLB I 16,000 24 1.5 2.0

PM1H L 20,000 28 1.4 1.2
PM I LF 12,000 I I .9 2.6
PM2DX 12,000 18 1.5 3.0

HL2 18,000 27 1.5 1.0
L210 12,000 II .92 2.0

210H L 20,000 26 1.3 1.0
210LF 2,500 10.6 .85 2.5
HD2 5,000 15 1.0 2.0
SD2 2,000 18 1.5 3.0
L210 6,000 16 1.0 3.0
HL2 6,000 24 1.5 2.0
L2 2,000 15 1.2 2.5

Gulliland photo
Completed valves are passed through this German machine and auto-
matically ejected into one of ten trays according to any one of ten faults

that may be shown up

high-tension supply is on the meagre side and
you want to economise as much as possible in
the anode current you will have to effect a
compromise -whatever type of set you are
using.

I suggest you use the higher -impedance type
of valve, but make some provision for control-
ling the input from the preceding stages. Then
you can keep your quality up to standard and
at the same time economise in high-tension
current.

Now I come to a point that many amateurs
entirely neglect. I refer to the connection for
the grid leak. As a rule, this leak is taken from
the grid condenser to the low-tension negative
side of the accumulator. I am referring now,
of course, to sets that have been in use for some
little time.

That was all very well in sets usino-° the old
type of detector, which was designed to work
with a slight negative bias. But if you start
putting in a modern high -efficiency detector
with such a connection you will find that the
set will become unstable.

Positive Bias Needed Now
The reason is that the modern valves need a

positive bias in order to work on its correct
operating point. Under this condition, grid
current flows, thus stabilising the valve.

You are then able to obtain the maximum

output from that valve, whereas
with the old connection you might
have condemned it as no better
than the original valve. In
other words, the modern detector
should have its grid leak taken
from the grid condenser to low-
tension positive.

Another point that often causes
trouble is fierce reaction when a
new. detector is inserted. It is
more than likely that the new
valve will have a lower impedance
than the old one, and this will
cause the valve to oscillate more
freely. If the set already oscil-
lated quite well, it is very prob-
able that uncontrollable oscilla-
tion may be caused with the new
valve.

A simple way to stop this
trouble is reduction of the high
tension. But that will mean bad

quality,. probably. It is not likely that you
have made your own coils, but if you have the
remedy is very simple -remove one or two
turns from the reaction windings. Or you
could use a smaller capacity reaction condenser.

One remedy that rarely fails is the connection
of a small capacity pre-set type of condenser
between the anode of the detector valve and
earth. This is adjusted until sufficient high
frequency is by-passed to give complete stability
with the reaction condenser at minimum.

High -impedance Types
From what I have said, you might imagine

that there is no occasion when a really high -
impedance valve should be used for the detec-
tor. On the contrary, the high -impedance can
be very useful. Take a set with resistance -
capacity coupling after the detector. When
the set was built you probably used the PM I A,
a valve with an impedance of 41,600 ohms.

Although I said a high -impedance valve can
be very useful, I Was not thinking of that
particular type; it is really too high.

I was thinking more of the P331HF type,
with an impedance of 22,500 ohms. This
valve makes an ideal detector with a resistance
capacity stage after it. But you cannot just
take out the PMTA and put the PMil-IF in its
place. You must alter the anode resistance to
something around 75,00o ohms.
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A giant of its kind-the Marconiphone
searchlight loud -speaker for public-address

announcements in halls and open air

MANY years ago locomotive engineers
were very troubled at the wastage of
certain portions of the firebox. Owing

to the intense heat, the steel plates used to
burn away and it was necessary to replace
them at much too frequent intervals.

Accordingly they got in touch with steel
manufacturers and asked them to produce a
heat -resisting steel which could be used in this
rather difficult position. Baldwins, the well

BH VALUES FOR TYPICAL STEELS

Tungsten, 6 per cent. 330,000
Cobalt, 9 per cent. 530,000
Cobalt, 25 per cent. 720,000
New alloy ... ... Over 2,000,000

known Sheffield firm, in due time provided
them with a special alloy of aluminium, nickel,
and steel which satisfactorily stood up to the
intense heat and is still used for the purpose.

There, the matter stood until a few years
ago, when a Japanese experimenter found that
if this particular steel was heat -treated in a
certain way it showed magnetic properties
considerably better than those of ordinary
steel.

Similar work on the heat treatment of steel
in Germany, notably by Siemens Schuckert,
produced the same results, and indeed carried
them rather farther, with the result that the
new alloy, under proper treatment, was
found to be several times better than
the beSt magnetic alloy yet evolved.

The material appears to be princi-
pally applicable to the production of
permanent magnets suitable for loud-
speakers, meters, and suchlike. In
the design of a permanent magnet for
any purpose, say, for example, the
magnet system of a moving -coil loud-
speaker, we find that the field strength
is proportional to the "BH " (magne-
tising force and total magnetic field)
of the magnet and the volume of the steel.

Reducing Magnetic Leakeage
For a given BH the only way of

increasing the field strength with a given
design is to increase the volume of
steel, which means increased cost, and
commercial design to -day consists in
so proportioning the magnet that there
is the least possible leakage of magnetic
field so that the volume of steel may be
kept down, and hence the cost kept low.

The BH of the magnet is a meas-

Shall We Soon Have
Smaller Loud -speakers?

J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., tells in this article of a new magnetic alloy
that may well revolutionise the design of our loud -speakers. Models with

magnet systems no larger than a matchbox are foreshadowed

tire of its magnetic properties. If we have a
coil of wire carrying current a certain magnetic
field is produced. If we insert inside the coil a
piece of steel the magnetic field produced is
many hundred times greater and the better
the material the greater the increase.

If we increase the magnetising force by
increasing the current down the coil the total
magnetic field with the iron in circuit also
increases up to a point and then begins to fall
off again, giving a definite maximum, which is
the best that can be obtained with that par-
ticular steel.

Magnetising force is usually
represented by the symbol H and
the total magnetic field produced
by the symbol B, and the relative
excellence of any sample of steel
is determined by the product of
B and H at the particular maxi-
mum just mentioned. This is
what is meant by the BH of a
magnet and, since the total field
produced in the gap is proportion-
al, both to the BH and to the
volume, it follows that if we can
increase the BH of the steel
we can reduce the volume, with a
proportionate saving in cost.

Against this saving must be
reckoned the fact that the mater-
ial is possibly more expensive,
but even, so the improvement is
usually worth while. The early
permanent -magnet loud -speakers
were made up with tungsten steel --a steel
with a small proportion of tungsten alloyed
with it.

This was formerly considered to be the best
steel for permanent magnets, but when
designers attempted to use it for loud -speakers
they found that they wanted such a large
volume of steel to obtain the necessary mag-
netic field that the whole thing became much
too cumbersome. Tungsten steel has a maxi-
mum BH of about 330,000.

Then came the introduction of cobalt steel,
a material which exhibited distinctly better

Another giant loud-speaker-an early model used in
the Siemens system of public-address work

properties than tungsten steel, the improve-
ment depending upon the amount of cobalt.
Up to 25 per cent. of cobalt is commonly used,
and such steel has a BH of round about
700,000. This is twice as good as tungsten
steel and, consequently, the volume of steel in
the magnet system can be reduced to one half.

This new aluminium -nickel steel has a BIT
of about 2,000,000-over three times as great
as the cobalt steel and six times better than
tungsten steel. Cobalt steel is much more
expensive than tungsten steel, but even so the
saving in volume more than offsets the

Nickel

How the size of the loud -speaker unit depends on the mag-
net material used. Each of these three loud -speakers
gives the same volume, but, from left to right, they
are made of tungsten, cobalt and aluminium -nickel steel

increased cost of the material, giving a com-
pact assembly at an economical price.

It is understood that the cost of this new
alloy is not much greater than the cost of
cobalt steel, so that the improvement due to
the saving in volume should be very largely
reflected in a reduced price.

Hence if the material has all that is hoped
for it we shall have loud -speakers with magnet
systems not much larget than a match -box
producing the same sort of results as we are
getting to -day and probably at a cheaper price,
although that remains to be seen.

Just when this material will be avail-
able is a little difficult to say. The con-
stitution of the steel itself is covered
by a British patent, while the treat-
ment necessary to bring out the mag-
netic properties to the full is covered
by Japanese and German patents and
there are, accordingly, somewhat delicate
negotiations proceeding at the moment
in order to tidy up the position.

Midget Loud -Speakers
The indications are that this will not

be long delayed, and the material will
then begin to make its appearance in
the laboratories of loud -speaker design-
ers and ultimately in the form of
midget loud -speakers which actually
give a performance as good as a
standard present-day model.

Thus we may well see a revolution in
the design of our loud-speakers-all
because the fireboxes in railway engines
years ago needed a special kind of steel.
We must thank a Japanese experi-
menter for linking locos to loud -speakers.
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EVERYTHINGPETO-SCOTT R ADIO -CASH
C.O.D. or EASY TERMS

IMPORTANT_Parts, Kits, Miscellaneous Components, Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash, C.O.D., or H.P. on our own
system of Easy Payments. Send us a list of your wants. We will quote you by return. Easy Terms on orders over£2. CASH or C.O.D. orders value over 10,'- sent Carriage and Post Charges Paid. GREAT BRITAIN ONLY. H.P. Terms are NOT

available to IRISH or OVERSEAS Customers.

OM/
PETO-SCOIT Permanent Magnet

1934 EXTENSION SPEAKER:

I Receivers. With inclinedeOutpforl.

I barite, supported on felt
cushions-Freea.400n fromnahlal

boom -enhancing
the already perfect tonal
balance. Complete

,00lZpIeleteCon'tirtoll

aTiG.IT!if'WILIVAB&Eluit?
I able for any type of set or
'output valve. Direct only

from PETO-SCOTT.

30 RATIOS

L

I
I
I

5
Balance in 7 I

monthly payments of 5/6. CASH I
ign or C.O.D. CarriagePaid, 39/6. I

Speaker only (less cabinet) Cash or
C.O.D. Car. Pd. 29/6 or yours for 47- .DOWN down and 7 mthly payments of di- II,....--

AVOMINOR TEST METER. Cash or C.O.D. Send
Carriage Paid, 22/0/0.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/6.
BLUE SPOT 99 P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Complete with
tapped input transformer. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, £219/6.
Balance in 10 monthly payments of 6/-.
NEW W.B. P.M.4A. MICROLODE PERMANENT
MAGNET SPEAKER, complete with switch -
controlled multi -ratio input transformer. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 22/2/0.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/9.'
PETO-SCOTT PERMANENT -MAGNET MOVING -
COIL SPEAKER. With input transformer.
Power or pentode. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 19j6.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 4/3.
NEW ROLA CLASS " 8 " PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER AND AMPLI-
FIER. Complete with valve and input trans -
fernier. Two models : A " for P.M.213., P.D.220
and 220B.; B " for 240B. and H.P.2 (state
which when ordering). Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 23/11/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/6.
ROLA F.R.6 P.M.23 CLASS" B " SPEAKER with
input transformer. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
21/19/6.

Balance in 9 monthly payments of 4/6.
NEW GARRARD MODEL 202A. 12 -in. Turn-
table. Electric motor for A.C. mains. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 22/10/0.
Balance in 8 monthly payments of 6/-.
TELSEN H.T. UNIT FOR D.C. MAINS W.348.
200-250 v., 28 nqa at 150 v., 3 tappings : Max.,
S.G. and Pet., each adjustable for High, Med. or
Low voltages.. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
21/16/0.

Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/6.
ATLAS C.A.25, for mains, class " B " and Q.P.P.
tappings; 60/80, 50/90, 120, 150. 25 nifit. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 22/19/6.
Balance in 10 monthly payments of 6/-.
NEW LUMEN SKYSCRAPER FOUR ALL -WAVE
CONSOLETTE CABINET MODEL, complete kit,
comprising all componentS, including set of Lissen
valves, cabinet and moving -coil speaker. Cash
or C.O.D.i Carriage Paid, VOX
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 15/-.
TELSEN 323 3 -VALVE KIT, with set of three
valves. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 12115/6.
Balance in 9 monthly payments of 6/-.
TELSEN S.G.3 KIT, less valves. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 21/19/6.
Balance in 9 monthly payments of 4/3.
If valves required add 21/19/0 to Cash Price;
H.P., 12 monthly payments of 7/3.
J.B. LINACORE. Complete tuning unit compris-
ing matched coils and condenser, type BPB
(battery), type BPM (mains). Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 13/9/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/6.
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1934 ETHER SEARCHER
COMPLETE KIT PRICES

FOR BASEBOARD MODEL

KIT "A" CASH or C.O.D.

£4117C OR FYOORURS 9/0
KIT "A" Author's Kit of first speci-

fied parts, including
Metaplex Baseboard, but less valves, cabinet
and speaker. Oasis or £4 17 6C.O.D. Carriage Paid,

Or 12 monthly payments of 9/-.

KIT "B" Vt(lcitti:
Valves only. Cash or
C.O.D. Car- eg la
riage Paid, ". U. 6
Or 12 monthly payments
of 12/6.

--M.- ...........

IIIT Age" As Kit "it,"
InUa Is but with
Cabinet, as specified,
with shelf and baffle.
Less Speaker.
Cash or C.O.D.e la C7
Carriage Paid,111 1.41
Or 12 monthly payments

o f 1416.

With Peto-Scott Permanent Eaguet Moving Coil Speaker, if
required, add 19/6 to Cash Price or 1/9 to each monthly payment.

" AMATEUR WIRELESS "
HOMEBUILT COMPONENTS
LUCERNE COILS As described in . A.W."

Complete kit comprising 2 ready -drilled 11
Formers, 2 Reels of enamelled Wire, 6 B.A.
Terminals, Nuts and Screws. Exact to
specification for Aerial or Grid Coil. Postage
61. extra.
2 Complete Kits for both Aerial and Grid Coils, 5/-.
Postage 60. extra.

Tested and GuaranteedReady Wound by PETO-SCOTT
LUCERNE AERIAL COIL AND GRID COIL. /6
Exact to published specification. Postage Free. .6.7

H.F. CHOKE PETO-SCOTT KIT, com-
prising machined and

slotted ebonite former, ready drilled, complete with
terminals, fixing screw and 44 enamelled wire to 11 /6
"Amateur Wireless" specification. Postage 6d. extra. ./
Ready assembled and tested by Pete -Scott ... 2/6

L.F. TRANSFORMER PET0-.MOTT KIT,
comprising moulded

bakelite case, ready -drilled and completed with ready -wound
bobbin, 25 pairs of laminations and terminals, to A
"Amateur Wireless" specification. Postage 6d. extra. I
Ready assembled and tested by Peto-Scott 5/-

-SEVEN TIMES THE VOLUME -
PILOT CLASS 'B'
SPEAKER - AMPLIFIER KIT

Assemble this amazing Unit
yourself in less than half an
hour. Gives seven times the
volume with mains quality
from your existing battery
set. Complete Kit comprises
B.V.A. Class " B " Valve,
Peto-Scott Permanent Mag-
net Moving Coil Speaker,
B.R.G. Driver Transformer
and Input Choke, seven -pin
Valveholder. Peto-Scott
Baffle and Baseboard Complete with Sneaker
Assembly, all necessary Cash or C.O.D. gg
Wires, Screws, and plug-in Carriage Paid. Ow/
Valve Adapter, with full- Or Send Only 6/ -
size Diagrams and Assembly Balance in 11 monthly
instructions. payments of 5/ -
SUITABLE FOR ANY BATTERY SET

PILOT CLASS"B"
FOUR KIT

WITH COLVERN
SCREENED COILS
Another PETO-SCOTT triumph -
this latest Class " B " Battery 4 Kit
at a popular price. Seven times the

volume of an ordinary battery set, with outstanding
performance equal to " mains " receiver. Kits supplied
with detailed " Simple to build " instructions and assembly
blueprint. Matched and tested components. Guaranteed
for 12 months by Peto-Scott.
HIT "A," less Valves and Cabinet, Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid
93/10 5/- deposit; balance in 12 monthly payments of 6/-.

KIT "B." -As Kit "A," but
including 4 PETO-SCOTT
matched and tested valves.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 25/2/6. Or 12 monthly -
pay -merits of 9/6.

KIT " C." -As Kit " A " I
but including 4 PETO-SCOTT
matched and tested valves
and Peto-Scott Consolette 
cabinet. Cash or C.O.D
Carriage Paid, 25/15/0. Or
12 monthly payments of 10/6.

Recommended PETO-SCOTT SPEAKER, if required, add 22/6 to Cash
Prices or 2:- to each monthly payment.

5 VALVE BALANCED
SUPER -HETERODYNE

LOWBOY CONSOLE MODEL 56.
All Electric; seven tuned circuits with single dial control. Gives I

I amazing performance with new economy in operating costs. Duo
wavelengths; no leak between band.. Illuminated dial, no I

g reaction; chassis and tuning condenser floating on rubber. II

Oversize, energised M.C. Speaker with large baftleboard gives
I exquisite, full tone. Beautiful cabinet in Walnut and Oriental I

ds with rich inlays. Height, 395 in.

PRICE GNS. 41111110E 12 2
I

IS
Or 18 Monthly payments of 1616.

---CONVERT YOUR SET TO CLASS "B"---.

I

I

I

I

BARGAIN
PHILCO

Pilot Class B' Conversion Kit
Converts your present Battery Sit to Class B
Amplification. Complete with all necessary com-
ponents, including driver transformer, Clam " B "
output choke, W.B. 7 -pin NitiVO holder. B.V.A.
240B. valve, wire and screws, etc. Full-size blue-
print, assembly instructions and diagrams. Cash
or C.O.D., 37/6. Balance in 7 monthly payment*
of 5/6.

Send

only

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77 City Road, London, E.C.
Telephone Clot kenwell 9406/7.

Wed End Showrooms: 62 High Holborn, London, W.C.l.
Telephone: Holborn 3248. I

Dear Sirs,
Please send me CASH C.O.D. H.P

for which I enclose
CASH H.P. DEPOSIT.
NAME

ADDRESS

10/2/34
omil tom ma mom ammt 14 Immo mem mom gammon pm,

SEND DIRECT to AVOID DELAY CASH, C.O.D. or EASIWAY
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers
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Programme Criticisms by WHITAKER-WILSON

Monday

46111Mall111111y
/,

THE week began well with a concert by
the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra under
Dr. Furtw angler. This orchestra has

not the lineage of either the Gewandhaus or
the Vienna Phil., but its traditions are good.

The visit of this orchestra has, naturally,
caused considerable interest amongst listeners,
the more musical of whom may have responded
to the somewhat novel rendering of Beethoven's
Seventh.

At all events, it was a great change from
the B.B.C. Orchestra. We need these changes
occasionally.

Tuesday

A really sensible programme of Grieg came
on at 7.20 to -night. The E Orchestra was
conducted by Stanton Jefferies, whose name
I have missed since he went on to the more
technical side of broadcasting.

I, personally, thoroughly enjoyed hearing
Arthur de Greef play the A minor piano
concerto, which he seems almost to have made
his own. These kinds of programmes, though
they have a classical flavour, ought to be con-
sidered part and parcel of Light Entertainment.

Wednesday

Of course you heard the _Kentucky Minstrels?
I am bound to confess I have a distinct weak-
ness for them. It thrills me to hear "Ladies
and Gentlemen !" and then a roll on a
tambourine.

So long as the patter and the songs are
constantly changed, I think we might have
these excellent darkies more often. A
thoroughly good, old-fashioned show.

Thursday

Soft Lights and Sweet Music are all very well
for those who like either or both. Because
there may be many who have leanings that
way, nothing ought to be said against these
shows.

All the same, to -night's edition might better
have been named Glucose and Saccharin.

ut re
There is something to be said for forty -

minute variety. Also, it is a good idea to
have it divided into four more or less equal
parts.

-Whether it was wise to have two lady
singers and two comedians is another matter.
I liked Dodo Watts as a singer; I also like Rose
Hignell as a singer.

It is in a kindly way, however, that I point
out to both of them that they must take care
to deliver their songs in tune.

Both sang flat. Another time they must
expend a little more energy and thought.
Easily remedied.

Ernest Shannon, imitating Stainless Stephen
and Gillie Potter in a supposed dialogue, was
very good, but much too long.

Strange, but whereas I welcome originals at
that length, the very fact that I was listening
to an imitation (clever though it was) made
me impatient after a short space of time.

The Western Brothers were well up to form.
They saved the show. Their songs "After All
That" and "Great Stuff Chaps" were first-
rate. I always enjoy those two.

Friday

"Songs from the Shows," Drury Lane
edition, was well up to standard. These
reminiscent shows are now thoroughly formal-
ised.

Good singers, a well -trained chorus, the
Theatre Orchestra, and someone like Stanford
Robinson to conduct-all these make for some-
thing very much smarter, perhaps, than the
original series.

There is something very respectable-some-
thing very "Beebeeseeish"-about the way
these things are presented. From what I
hear, they have been accepted in that form.
Therefore, the only reasonable comment is to
suggest they shall continue just as they are.
Saturday

Judging by various comments that have
come my way, I think it can be now supposed
that these "In Town To -night" shows are
well established and are becoming more and
more popular.

Listen to These Broadcasters

Ivy sr 4k' PO'o
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They are difficult to arrange and keep
genuine. We have had one or two." flops " in
them, but, on the whole, there is very little to
complain of.

There is one point about them that might
be explained. These shows are only arranged
for. They are in no sense produced. Because
of that we ought to be lenient in our view of
what really sounds bad from the production
standpoint.

People entirely unaccustomed to broadcast-
ing are "collared" by the B.B.C. and asked
to write down this or that experience and read
it before the microphone.

The result in nine cases out of ten is stilted
and awkward, but sometimes it carries a little
unrehearsed humour.

At all events, the B.B.C. does as it says : it
"tries to bring you something interesting each
week."

Sutherland Felce made a good compere for
to -night's Music Hall. Actually he provided
an extra turn, which is not "compering" in
the accepted sense of that somewhat extra-
ordinary term. On the other hand, he provided
genuine amusement.

The Moussorgsky Quartet is not often heard
in this country. I do not know that I think it
the best -balanced male quartet' I have heard,
but it has an air of distinction about it. That,
of course, is everything-or nearly everything
-in broadcasting.

The bass went so low as to make Most
baritones seem like light sopranos !

The only other good singing was by the,
HoustOn Sisters, who can alWays be relied upon.

A song like "On the Steamer Coming Over,"
which has been done 'to death recently,
seemed to come very much to life again when
they sang it. Those two have a high technique
-so high that they ought to broadcast more
,often.

The humour of Leslie Weston made interest-
ing comparison with that of Ernie Mayne.

Leslie is always very funny and he has a
happy knack of taking his hearers along with
him. He is, definitely, a good broadcaster.

Ernie Mayne, in making his debut, went at
it in his characteristic

By Slade
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fashion. Very good he
was. Just the same old
Ernie, like a huge bull
bashing at a gatepost.
He yelled and bellowed
away to his heart's
content and to the
delight of the audience
in St. George's Hall.

Perhaps he would
not make a good broad-
caster but for the fact
that we all know how to
take him.

He seemed to broad-
cast his enormous pro-
portions while he man-
aged to ram his comedy
points home at the same
time. Now he has
become one of us we
cannot let him go.
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Straightening
Out the

Lucerne Plan
By JAY COOTE

AS at the time of writing the new Plan
has been in operation for over fifteen
days, it is now possible to judge of its

efficiency. We have had the opportunity on
several evenings of tuning in the stations, and
can now sit down to a study of the log.
Generally speaking, it is working well and,
barring certain flaws in some portions of the
band, stations working on the medium waves
seem to have benefited-at least, the majority
of them-by their change of channel. It is
true that in some instances a few transmissions
are lost to us-I refer to those on shared waves
--but in most cases it is possible to pick up
their programmes through another channel.

Prominent Stations
During the past few days, broadcasts of such

stations as Copenhagen, Monte Ceneri, HOrby,
Sundsvall, Goeteborg, Hamburg, Bergen, and
Katowice, for instance, have been more
prominent in my log than under the old plan.
Admittedly, some of them have increased their
power; Copenhagen, since January 15, has been
working with the new i o -kilowatt transmitter,
and Hamburg is one of the German " hundreds."

Taking all in all, I think that the few we have
lost have been amply compensated by the
better reception of a number of other broad-
casts and on the average we register gains.

In the long -wave band, although matters
are not yet as they should be, they are showing
improvement. Dealing first with the dis-
senters, we find that, barring one station, they
have not had it all their own way. Warsaw,
which chose to work on its original frequency,

Too Many Dud Valves ?
To Thermion, " Amateur Wireless "

Sir,-A recent experience of my own caused
me to read with special interest, and in full
agreement, your remarks in
" A.W." for January 13,
under the heading, " Too
Many Duds."

A month ago I assembled
a battery kit set for a friend,
and found that the pentode
supplied was taking about
5o milliamperes. As the
makers of the valve dis-
claimed all responsibility,
I purchased a similar valve
locally, which was found to
be in the same unsatisfactory
condition. Fortunately the
dealer exchanged this for a
good valve.

While waiting for the
decision of the makers in
regard to the first " dud,"
I borrowed a new pentode

Defective weld o
of pentode valve

of another make, which only gave about four
hours' service before shorting internally, and,
to my consternation, burned out the other

valves in the set, no fuse
being fitted.

Curiosity led me to open
up the valve to see if the
cause could be traced, and
it was easily visible. A
spot weld on one of the grid
supports had given way,
and allowed the electrodes
to touch each other.

You can understand that
this little episode led me to
echo your remark, " Not
good enough, I think."

I do not know if it is of
sufficient interest to use, but
I have enclosed a magnified
photograph which I took
of the faulty weld on the

n grid support grid support. J. REID.
Dumfries.

Kootwijk, taking the Hilversum programmes
on 1,875 metres, is another station which I do
not expect will budge, and interference by
Moscow (RCZ) on that wavelength has been
considerably lessened; in fact, during two
nights the Dutchman was perfectly clear. The
Russian station seems to have moved to 1,107
metres, where you can hear his indistinct
mumblings in the usual manner.

Ankara (Turkey), which was seldom picked
up before, has less chance of being heard
to -day, as the broadcasts are sandwiched
between those of Daventry National and the
Deutschlandsender. Reykjavik and Istanbul
are sharing the 183 -kilocycle channel (1,639
Metres), but from about 1r p.m. I can

These two interesting "interiors" show very clearly hew well the new Pye set-described in the
right-hand column-fits in with every furnishing scheme-period cn the left and ultra -modern on

the right
saw its Lucerne channel snapped up by Radio
Luxembourg, which in this position would
appear to rule the roost. Poland has been
awkwardly placed, inasmuch as the unexpected
advent of Eiffel Tower has badly spoilt her
pitch and it is no longer a place in the sun.
Warsaw cannot take up the real allocation
unless Luxembourg gives it up, and the odds
are all in favour of the latter hanging on to
a good thing.

Eiffel Tower has been gradually pushed away
from Daventry National, and now, after violent
collisions with the Pole, has placed itself on
1,389 metres (216 kilocycles), bringing its
transmissions within five kilocycles of Motala
OR 1,357 metres (221 kilocycles). This is
undoubtedly the worst part of the band and
most certainly needs cleaning up.

hear the Icelandic transmissions fairly well.
Lahti has made an unfortunate choice in

working on almost the same frequency as
Radio Paris, as the former closes early and
cannot be picked up whilst the Poste National
is on the air. All things considered, there are
many good clear broadcasts to be logged on
the long waves.

Radio Normandie, Fecamp, subsequent to
a short stay on 225.6 metres, with which it
interfered with the German common wave,
has now gone down to 206 metres, coinciding
with the French common wave. This, however,
may not be permanent.

Now as to special observations : Both
Munich and Muhlacker have proved somewhat
of a disappointment in view of their advertised
power (too. kilowatts), but the explanation is

a simple one. They are still using their old
aerials, which are not suited to the change of
wavelength. New aerial systems are now
under construction, and you should note a
great improvement of signals within the next
week or so.

German Jollity !
By the way, tune in to the German stations

on February i 1, as it is their special Radio
Day. According to published notices, they
are all out to broadcast the liveliest pro-
grammes they can compile. It will be
interesting to find out a German's conception
of a jolly entertainment.

If on Saturday, January 27, you failed to
hear the usual programme from Hilversum via
kootwijk, you will want an explanation. The
Vara programme was cancelled, as a punish-
ment. Following the verdict of the Leipzig
Reichstag fire trial, this socialist organisation
expressed its feelings by a five minutes' silence.
The Dutch State authorities intervened later,
with the result that the Vara was forbidden
to broadcast on the date mentioned. The
other associations also refrained from giving
their programmes.

A New Super -het
VERY ambitious claims are made by Pye

Radio, Ltd., for the fitst of their New Era
wireless receivers. The first Pye Cambridge
set is certainly going to be talked about. It
is really handsome, the cabinet having been
designed by an architect.

It is a break -away from tradition, though all
that is best in the modern cabinet -maker's art
has been embodied. Picture a long, low cabinet
of striking lines, with beautifully grained and
inlaid natural walnut.

Inside this cabinet, which is designed with
a lid that hides all the controls from view
when no one is actually operating the set, is
a chassis that Pye may well be proud of.
A super -het with five valves and Westector,
giving automatic volume control, tone control,
volume control and every refinement yet
discovered.

One of the special features is the tuning
" compass "-a visual tuning device that will
appeal especially to non -technical users.

Yet, with all these attractions, the set is only
20 guineas, or 22 guineas with a beautiful
stand to match the cabinet.
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Two views of the latest addition to the Telsen range of sets-a
four -valve A.C. model

TELSEN'S latest all -mains receiver is a
development in more ways than one.
The first outstanding point is the

exceptionally neat and compact cabinet, which
gives the effect of being of heavy, solid walnut.
The fret and escutcheon plate are recessed
from the remainder of the front panel by a
little over a quarter of an inch. As the silk
behind the loud -speaker fret is a rich nut-
brown, the whole effect is particularly pleasing.

Of course, all of the control knobs, as well
as the escutcheon plate, harmonise with the
remainder of the cabinet work.

In view of the compactness of the set, the
cabinet size will be of interest. The total
width is a little over 141/ in., the height is
18 in., with a depth of 81/2 in.

Good Tuning -dial Arrangement
Unlike the majority of compact receivers,

the tuning dial is wide enough to make cali-
brations of adjacent stations an easy matter.

As may be expected, with a set designed
by manufacturers experienced in the produc-
tion of kit receivers, everything about the set is
-simple, while any points which might cause
difficulty have been fully explained.

There are three major controls on the front
panel; in the centre a 1 y2 -in. -tuning knob.
Although this tuner has a ratio of only about
5 to 1, it is ample for fine tuning and weak
stations can be accurately tuned in without
having to fiddle too much. On the left-hand
side is the volume control, which operates on
the high -frequency pentode amplifier.

It enables you to increase to the maximum or

Telsen 474

decrease to the minimum
the high -frequency stage
gain and, at the same time,
if the receiver is used close
to the local station, it pre-
vents possible overloading
of the detector valve.

On the right-hand side
is a simple reaction control
which, during our tests,
was hardly used, at any
rate for sixty to seventy
per cent. of the stations we
heard. On the right of the

cabinet (and recessed in) is the wave -change
switch. This has a lever action and it is pushed
up for high waves and down for long waves'
The on -and -off switch is at the back of the
cabinet on the chassis next to the mains plug.

Provision has been made for external loud-
speaker, gramophone pick-up and mains
aerial, while there are three alternative mains
input tappings. The output from this set is
the order of 21/2 to 3 watts, which is, handled by
the energised moving -coil loud -speaker without
any difficulty. Actually the quality is corn-
-parable with sets costing much more. This is
particularly noticeable when a gramophone
pick-up is used, full volume at good quality
being obtained without any trouble.

Selectivity is well above the standard of the
average three -valve set, which is probably
due to the fact that the aerial is coupled to the
first high -frequency pentode through an iron -
cored bandpass filter.

Where the mains are unusually rough and
likely to cause hum, provision has been made
to neutralise this by means of a semi -variable
hum -adjuster on the chassis. This can be
regulated to cut out the hum, after which it
can be left set.

The tuning range on medium waves is
between zoo and a little over 535 metres,
while on the long waves all stations between
835 metres and 2,040 metres can be tuned in.
The tuning dial is not calibrated in station
names, so that it is quite suitable for use with
the Lucerne Plan. -As well as being calibrated
in wavelengths, it is also marked in degrees
from o to zoo.

Sets of the Season Tested

A.C. Four
The high -frequency pentode detector is

resistance -capacity coupled to the pentode
Output valve which, as well as improving The
quality and reducing the hum, makes quite
sure that there will never be any trouble
through the primary winding burning out.

As the loud -speaker field is used as a smooth-
ing choke, this will also help to make the set
reliable.

A little point which interests a lot of people
is the illuminated dial. This is lit by twin
bulbs which can be replaced without having
to take half the set to pieces. These bulbs
provide equal illumination over the entire
tuning scale.

On test, 3o miles from London, with a 50 -ft.

IN A NUTSHELL
Makers : Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
Model : 474.
Price : £ti
Valve Specification : Bandpass coupled

high -frequency pentode (Mullard SP4),
high -frequency pentode detector (SP4),
power pentode output (Mazda AC2Pen).
Full -wave rectifier (Micromesh R2).

Power Supply : 200-250 volts A.C., 40-100
cycles.

Type : Self-contained upright table model.
Remarks : An outstandingly cheap family

set of good design.

aerial, the local National and Regional could
be cut out within two or three degrees.
'Stations such as Fecamp, Cork and Athlone
could be heard at full loud -speaker strength,
while in the daylight quite a number of stations
could be heard on the long waveband at
sufficient volume to be of entertainment
value. Another good daylight station was
Langenberg, but only slightly better than
Brussels.

For the average home where a moderate
number of stations is required, but these at
good quality and volume, this Telsen 474 will
be a very satisfactory set. It will give enough
stations, quality good enough for the most
fastidious listener, and will be suitable for
playing records for a small number of dancers.

Fun Among the Foreigners
DO you realise that there are many

foreign stations' broadcasting music
that is so characteristic of its country of

origin_ that -no call sign is needed to identify
them? Perhaps the best example is
Budapest, with its gypsy music from various
hotels and cafés along the Danube.

Very few listeners with anything like a good
set can have failed to log Budapest. Almost
every evening at some time or another-and
always after 9.3o p.m.-this tzigane music
comes to us with its fascinatingly wailing lilt.
And now that the high -power Budapest station
is in operation the programmes as received in
this country really are worth hearing.

Volatile 14igane Leader
Don't you remenifibr the volatile Alfrede

Rhode, who came over here not long ago?
He is typical of the type of band that can be
picked up so easily now from Budapest.

Then, what of the broadcasts from Stock-
holm? Their dance music seems strangely old-
fashioned, with lancers, polkas and valetas.
These dances seem very popular in Scandi-

navian countries --and, of course, they strike
a reminiscent chord among the older listeners
in this country.

These old-fashioned dances can easily be
picked up through Motala on the long waves
-when that station is not jammed-and
through Stockholm, Herby and numerous relay
stations -on the medium waves.

Nearly everyone at some time or another
has a grouse about the English railways; well,
last week I picked up a talk on them that
really made me swell with pride --and the talk
came from Kalundborg, the long -wave relay
of Copenhagen. Every Sunday morning at
J.? 'midday this station gives a talk in English,
and in these talks the English listener will
hear things to the credit of his own country
that will certainly be cheering.

Toulouse is another station nearly all
listeners can pick up. Although I am not
frightfully keen about the programmes from
this station, there is no doubt that the
concertina and mouth -organ bands are glee-

fully received in the northern part of this
country. These can usually be picked up
between 8 and 9 p.m. in the evening.

0
We owe a great debt of gratitude to Hilver-

sum, the Dutch station that so regularly sends
us our breakfast -time programmes of gramo-
phone record selections. From this station, at
7.40 a.m., you can always hear the time signal
corresponding to 8 a.m. Dutch time.

Every morning they arrange very enjoyable
.light programmes made up of such popular
items as waltzes of the Viennese type, English
dance hits, and, without fail, a Richard Tauber
record.

Then on Sunday evenings the Dutchman
very often broadcasts for at least an hour a
programme of English artists. Many will
remember Jack Payne, and Jack Hylton
broadcasting-and now the popular Lew Stone
and his band are booked for an early date.

There is little need to mention the tango
music picked up from San Sebastian. The only
snag is that the programmes are rather late.
If you are up after the B.B.C. has closed
down, though, you might just tune around for
the Spaniard-the music is very characteristic
of the country. MALCOLM HARVEY.
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Readers' Views on This and That

Listeners' Letters
SCRAPPING LONDON NATIONAL

To the Editor, "Amateur Wireless"
SIR,-Mr. E. A. Hornett's letter (January 27)

expresses the thoughts of many other
listeners. Why should the B.B.C. have no less
than fourteen powerful stations between zoo
and 45o metres, many of which send out
identical programmes?

The B.B.C. policy is simply an obstruction
to world radio.

A. DUNOLLY.
Desmond, Netocastle-on-Tyne. L1023

DANCE -BAND BROADCASTS
SIR,-I read with some surprise Mr. Hogan's

1--; letter in " A.W." of January 27. What
does he mean by "sloppy stuff " ? Does he
think Ambrose plays "sloppy stuff," and does
he seriously think Bertini plays better dance
music (Mr. Hogan's italics) than Ambrose, who
is not only famous in Britain, but the world
over, for the quality of his dance 'music ?

London's hotels pay high fees for the
services of dance -band musicians, therefore
they get the best. A West End dance -band
musician receives anything from L14 to L8o
per week, according to his skill.

Ambrose's band is the finest 15roadcasting.
He is so versatile that he can play ordinary
(commercial) dance numbers, Cuban rumbas,
tangoes, comedy items, and the most advanced
" hot " compositions, with equal skill and
precision.

Mr. Hogan may prefer Bertini, so may many
local Bertini fans, but countless other
Northerners would regard the substitution of

Ambrose by any other band on Saturdays as
a calamity.

PHILIP A. BEALES.
Clapton, E.g. [1024

TOO MANY " DUDS "

SIR'-I
can match Thermion's experience

with " dud " mains valves.
Some months ago I fitted a friend's set with

indirectly -heated variable -mu screen -grid and
detector and directly -heated pentode, all by
one of our biggest valve makers. In a very
short time the variable -mu went " off " and
was replaced by the makers.

Shortly after this the set started imitating
a circular saw. My friend took the valves to
be tested again and was told, in effect, that
the detector was weak but the pentode was
a crock, and these were replaced without
question.

Recently an indirectly -heated pentode, by
the same firm, went " phut " in less than
a minute. I replaced this with a similar valve
of foreign make, and, so far, it is going fine.

Why buy British ?
I. ATKINSON.

Leeds. [I025

AMERICAN VALVES
SIR,-The letter from our Canadian friend

should be taken as a hint to us to get
a " move on," because we are certainly behind
the times. I would ask you to turn to page 122
-of the January 21 issue-heading, "More News
from the Valve Makers."

These tubes have been in use in America
for the past twelve months :-

Ad21Pen type, refer to R.C.A. tubes 2B7 and
6B7.

Triode high frequencypentode, refer to
R.C.A. tube 6F7.

Battery pentagrid, refer to R.C.A. ri16.
Also I guarantee that we will have to pay

about ioo per cent. more than our Canadian
friend for these valves.

So let's have an " up-to-the-minute " set
using American valves, if our English valve
makers will not give us the goods.

J. M. CURDY.
Liverpool. [5 0 2 6

UNBUSINESSLIKE METHODS
SIR,-Is there anything wrong with the

radio industry, or have I been unlucky?
I have been a keen home constructor for a long
time now, and it is simply extraordinary how
often I have had to wait anything up to a
fortnight for components ordered.

I have other hobbies, but the firms catering
for such-for example, photography-have
practically never failed to fulfil an order by
return of post. It is only among radio firms
that I find this extraordinary lack of
elementary courtesy.

I am still waiting for an answer to a letter
of mine to a very well-knoWn firm, written in
January, 1933, asking some perfectly legitimate
questions about their apparatus, and I have
now waited almost a fortnight for a set of parts
ordered and paid for on the spot from another
firm. Surely these are very poor methods
and most discouraging to the home constructor?

J. W.
Godalmi rtg. [1027

FREE
Tuning Chart
showing all the
New Wavelengths
given Free with

every SLOT

SORT OUT

THE NEW
WAVELENGTHS
WITH

The new wavelengths mean new problems to thousands of
set owners, Stations difficult to separate; many quite
unobtainable, especially on the lower broadcast waves.
Don't put up with this-PUT MATTERS RIGHT WITH
SLOT. Fix SLOT on or near your
Receiver-connect to the Aerial lead-in
and adjust the knob. Notice how
sharply the stations come in, interfer-
ence conquered, selectivity improved !
SLOT masters the new wavelengths.
SLOT improves reception for good.
Obtainable from all dealers, or post
free from sole makers.

ROOSTER UNIT 116

1 wwatattsts

2/31/6
OHMITE RESISTANCES

3

NON -INDUCTIVE CONDENSERS
mfd., 1/6 1 mfd., 2;-
mfd., 1/9 2 EMU., 3]. -

ADVERTISEMENT OF GRAHAM FARISH LTD., MASONS HILL, BROMLEY, KENT
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Conducted by H. Co rb ish I

Light Sources in
Mechanical Television Systems

®NE of the problems in any mechanical
system of television is the provision
of adequate illumination which is

capable of modulation according to the
received signal impulses. Considerable
progress has been made in the development
of different light sources and methods of
modulation but it is appreciated that an
ideal has not been attained, chiefly because
the amount of light that can conveniently
be modulated is limited and this imposes
restrictions upon the size of the projected
image.

for screen projection purposes for small -
area screens and when a high degree of illu-
mination is not essential. An operating volt-
age of approximately 25o volts is necessary
for this type of lamp and current of about
3o milliamperes is required to work it at
full efficiency. A typical lamp of this
type is shown by the photograph, and the
drawing shows the arrangement of the
electrodes. The crater -point lamp is suit-
able for use in conjunction with the mirror -
drum visor and it provides an easy solution
to the problem of securing a point light

with the minimum of trouble.
The mercury -vapour lamp

is ideal where a line of light
is required, as for instance
with visors of the mirror -screw
and rotating -echelon types. It
consists simply of a glass tube
an inch or so long with bulbs
at each end and containing a
small quantity of mercury,
as shown by the photograph.
The light which it yields is

A typical crater -point neon lamp

Two Systems
The systems at present used can be

divided into two classes : first, those in
which the light is modulated directly; and,
second, where light is modulated by being
passed through a special light valve. In
the first category come the ordinary neon,
mercury -vapour and crater -point neon
lamps and several variations with different
fillings. The three first mentioned are,
however, more or less standard and find the
grea test general use.

Gas -filled Lamps
The disadvantage of any gas -filled lamp

is the difficulty of securing adequate
illumination for screen purposes, though the
mercury -vapour lamp has now been
developed so that it is capable of giving
proper illumination for a screen of approxi-
mately 9 in. by 4 in. The simplicity of the
gas -filled lamp, however, makes it particu-
larly suitable for the smaller type of
television receiver, obviating as it does a
considerable amount of complication.

The ordinary beehive and flat plate
neons have come into general use for the
disc type of receiver and they will operate
with a total voltage of about 185 and any-
thing from upwards of to milliamperes of
current. This means that in the majority
of cases it can be placed directly in the
output circuit of the average wireless
receiver, which thus makes it possible to
operate a machine of the disc type from the
average wireless set and bring the reception
of the television within the reach of
all.

The crater -point neon lamp is a develop-
ment of the ordinary neon, so designed
that the light source is of very small area
and of great intensity. As with the ordin-
ary neon, this also is capable of. direct
modulation, which is a valuable feature, for
it obviates a considerable amount of com-
plication. The value of light, however,
which is obtainable from this type of lamp
is not so high as can be obtained by
other methods. It is quite suitable

'more intense- than that given
by a neon -lamp and is of a

bluish colour. A current of 25 milli-
amperes is sufficient to give a very
bright light -and it operates at 30o to
450 Volts. It has one slight disadvantage,
in that a high initial voltage must be used
to cause it to "strike" in the first instance.

ANODE

CATHODE INSULATOR'

Diagram showing the electrode arrange-
ments of the crater -point neon

This voltage need only be applied momen-
tarily, after which the lamp will continue
to run with its normal operating voltage.
Various methods can be used to provide the
striking voltage, the simplest probably
being the momentary discharge from a spark
coil.

There are several other types of gas -
discharge lamps which differ chiefly as
regards their filling, other gases and
mixtures of gases being used. The neon
and mercury -vapour lamps,
however, find most favour
at the present time in this
class.

Light Modulation
We now come to the

indirectly m o d ulat ed
light, that is in which the
light is modulated at some
point on its way to the screen.
With this system an ordinary
lamp is used and. the beam
from this is concentrated by
means of a lens so that it A mercury -vapour lamp giving a line light. This type
passes first through an of lamp is suitable for use with the mirror -screw receiver

Iceland spar prism, then between a
number of small metal plates arranged
condenser fashion and immersed in nitro -
benzine, and finally through, a second
Iceland spar prism. A potential is
applied to the two sets of plates and this
has the effect of controlling the amount of
light that can pass through the cell. The

CATHODE-RAY
OPERATION

More about the operation of a
cathode-ray tube-dealt with in
this section last week-will appear
next week. This series of articles
is of great value to all television

experiments. Do not miss it !

construction and operation of this type of
light valve has been dealt with in previous
issues,

The Kerr Cell
The Kerr cell, as the combination is

called, requires a pressure of about 400 volts
for its operation and its power demands are
4 to 5 watts if full modulation is to be
obtained. It will be evident, therefore, that
this class of light valve can only be operated
in conjunction with a powerful amplifier
as the power demands are considerable. It
is the best type of apparatus to use with a
mirror -drum visor and the modulated light
that can be passed will fully illuminate a
screen with an area of about a square foot.

To sum up, then, the neon lamp is
suitable for either the disc or mirror -screw
types of visors and its operation and
maintenance are very simple, the power
demands being small. The crater lamp is
suitable for the mirror -drum type of
receiver where only a moderate amount of
light is required. The mercury -vapour lamp
provides a fair degree of illumination and is
eminently suitable for visors of the mirror -
screw class, the power requirements being
moderate. Finally, the use of a Kerr cell
as a light valve for modulating the light
from a projection lamp is the best system
of all from the point of view of getting the
maximum amount of modulated light, but
the system is somewhat complicated and
costly compared with the others.

L
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100,
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WESTECTORS

vsts

BATTERY

ECONOMY

175 emuteur %t
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MICRIONISED TUNING
-A

Used as a battery economiser, the Westector enables a
large output to be obtained from a battery set without
using special equipment, and is applicable to any type
of receiver.

AUTOMATIC

VOLUME

CONTROL

Usually the introduction of Automatic Volume Control
necessitates complicated alterations. But even delayed
A.V.C. may be obtained in a simple manner with the
Westector.

HIGH -

QUALITY

DETECTION
When used as the second detector in a Super-
heterodyne, the Westector gives straight line rectifica-
tion with distortionless detection, and it is almost
impossible to overload it.

You will want to know more about this useful component. It is
incorporated in mat.y commercial receivers. A.V.C. Units, etc. The
coupon below and a 31. stomp to Dept. A.W. will bring you full details
-a copy of our booklet " The All Metal Way, 1934."

COUPON
The Wer.tinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,

82 York Road, King's Cross, London, N.I
Pleas seld me "'The All Metal Way, 1934," for which I enclose

3d. In stamps.

Name

Address

You twill Help Yourself and Help

CRION
TRIUMPH

OF SELECTIVITY
Micrionised tuning is the secret of
the great success of the new R.I.

WREN-EASTON
`CLASS B' RECEIVER

40%GreaterSelectivi
Conclusive evidence of" Micrion" efficiency
is given by the most authoritative technical
sources of criticism. Recent test reports say:-
AMATEUR WIRELESS:-

" The high -frequency resistance was
particularly good . . . quite the best coil
we have tested. . . A check in an
actual circuit showed that the improve-
ment was definitely noticeable . . .

a distinct advance in coil design."

WIRELESS WORLD:-
" Our tests showed the ' Micrion ' Coil
to be a particularly efficient one and
definitely better than a first -grade air
coil ... ' MICRION ' COIL IS ABOUT
40 % BETTER on the medium wave-
band and 30 on the long waves."

POPULAR WIRELESS:-
Micrion ' has wider applications as

well as a higher order of efficiency
. . . altogether I consider the R.I.
' Micrion ' to be a fine component."

1.1St No.
BY38 Price 1216

RI
Advt. of Radio

the circuit that has
placed selectivity
within reach of all.

It is easy to get selec-
tivity by duplication of
coils and condensers,
but why such unsatis-
factory complication
when with one "Micrion"
Coil and one Condenser,
you can obtain knife -
edged station separation.

Had "Micrion " been
invented five years ago,
the super -hit would

have been unnecessary,
but now here is a
remarkable circuit -
the easiest set in the
world to build, giving
utmost selectivity,
remarkable purity
of tone, plenty of
power and lowest
H.T. consumption.

Alf components necessary
are specified in the R.I.
" Wren -Easton" Photo.
print Instruction Broad-
sheet, and constructors
who have some of the
necessary components can
use them in the assembly.

below for a corn
plimentary copy.

Please
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Magnum dual -range coil

MAGNUM DUAL -RANGE
COIL

rr HIS coil fully represents
-I. modern tendencies-making

an efficient dual -range coil and
at the same time keeping the
price within reasonable limits.

The coil is wound on a cylindri-
cal former, the long -wave winding
being of the honeycomb type
wound with double cotton -covered
wire. The medium -wave and
reaction windings are wound with
enamelled wire on the solenoid
principle.

Two fixing lugs are provided
for fitting the coil to the base of
the set, and provision for connect-
ing is in the form of soldering
tags.

Test Results.-The inductance
cf the coil on the medium wave-
band was found to be 162.2
microhenries and that of the long -
wave winding to be 2,o6o micro -
henries.

The high -frequency resistance
of the coil was measured at 400
and 1,500 metres, and the 1../R
figures were found to be 26.3 and
51.7 respectively.

These figures indicate that the
coil should prove quite efficient in
use and, taking into consideration
the very low price, we are of the
opinion that this coil will find a
ready market.
Makers : Burne-Jones, & Co. Ltd.
Price : 2S. 6d.

FILTERMATIC OCTAVE
TONE CONTROL

THE octave tone control takes
the form of a very compact

tapped condenser, having a capa-
city range of 4o micro -micro -
farads to .006 microfarad.

This range is covered in seven
steps (all contacts being made
internally by means of a bronze

.1r,LTERMATICOZTVETZNE .Arii.
III CONTRO-V.-. III!MEI
III ggilMalill
III 1110112 HIIII PAIIIII MI

4 III IIW2MIIIII IN.S.J
IIIIIMA MIDI MIi
1-IMMII 11111 LI
III III IN
1111 FREQUENCY cycles .e.)

S §
8.' g S§ o. i 1

(A) Shows uncorrected output; (B) output
with Filtermatic in circuit

Conducted by 1. H. Reyner, B.Sc.,

We Test for You
plate rubbing on bronze contact
strips) and there is no noticeable
interruption between the capaci-
ties when used.

The unit is very sturdily built
and is constructed of the best
parts obtainable for the purpose,
such as bronze plates, mica
dielectric and bakelite case. A
plated dust cover seals the switch-
ing arrangement. Soldering lugs
are provided for connecting pur-
poses.

Test Results.-The control
was connected, in accordance
with the maker's instructions, in
the grid circuit of a two -valve
amplifier, having an uncorrected
pentode in the output.

This, as will be seen from

Filtermatic octave tone control

the curve reproduced, gave a
large high -note response, yet the
unit provided a definite cut-off
of the higher frequencies. Curve A
represents the audio output with-
out the control and curves the
output with the control in No. 3
position.

It should prove especially useful
in cases where interference is
experienced in the higher audio
frequencies.
Distributors : Rothernzel Corpora-

tion, Ltd. Price : 5s.

VARLEY NICORE
AUTOMATIC VOLUME

CONTROL UNIT
THIS is a unit intended to

allow automatic volume con-
trol to be fitted to
an existing re-
ceiver with the
minimum of
trouble. It is
inserted imme-
diately following
the detector valve
and uses some of
the high -fre-
quency current
which is normally
by-passed to earth
(and thereby
wasted) to gene-
rate the necessary
A.V.C. voltage.
The unit consists
of a screened high -

frequency choke, a \Vestector
and the necessary resistance and
decoupling components.

The unit has the advantage that
it can be used on either anode -
bend or leaky -grid detectors in
both battery- or mains -operated
receivers. The extent of the
A.V.C. obtained is dependent on
the sensitivity of the receiver.

The unit is supplied in a
moulded bakelite case with a
metal can screening the high -
frequency choke. Seven terminals
are provided, four of which are
used for a simple circuit, the
others being employed .for de-
layed action or manual control.

Test Results.-The unit was
connected up in accordance with
the instructions supplied and was
found to give a controlling voltage
of some 4 volts between the
A.V.C. point of the unit and earth,
for an input of 1 volt R.M.S. when
the customary grid detector was
employed.

This gives a very convenient
amplification of the control which
will be satisfactory for most
purposes. The by-passing action

Exide DTG-C accumulator

EXIDE INDICATING
ACCUMULATOR

THE Exide DTG-C accumu-
lator is one of the two types

recently introduced, fitted with
an indicating device resembling
the pointer of a clock. This

Measuring Tuning Coils
The efficiency of a tuning coil

is determined by the high -
frequency resistance relative to
the inductance. The lower the
resistance the more sharply does
the coil tune and the greater is
the signal strength. The resis-
tance, however, must always be
considered in relation to the
inductance, for it is really the
ratio of these two factors that
matters.

In fact the selectivity of the
coil is proportional to the ratio
LIR.

In testing coils submitted for
test, therefore, the inductance is
first measured and then the high -
frequency resistance is deter-

mined at suitable frequencies,
usually 750 kilocycles and 200
kilocycles (400 and 1,500 metres).
The ratio of the inductance in
microhenrys to the high -frequency
resistance in ohms is then quoted.

On the medium waves a figure
of 25 to 3o represents average
conditions for the small air -cored
coils of to -day. Iron -cored coils
are usually somewhat better.
The figure of merit on the long
waves is always higher than
this, being between 5o and Ioo
for a good, modern coil. This is
because the high -frequency resis-
tance on the long waves is.
relatively much less than on the
medium waveband.

Varley automatic volume
control unit

did not produce any appreciable
effect on the normal reaction
control in the receiver and the
unit should prove very satis-
factory in operation.
Makers : V arley, Ltd. (Oliver Pell

Control). Price : 15s. 6d.

method of indicating the state of
charge is termed "Battery Time"
by the makers. The indicator
has three marked positions-
"Full," " Half " and "Empty,"
and as the pointer is operated by
the gravity of the acid, this at
once gives a clear indication of
the state of charge.

We understand from the makers
that the indicator should be
ignored when the battery is under
charge.

Test Results.-With a re-
sistance of 6 ohms across the
terminals the accumulator lasted
for 3o hours at an average
discharge current of .3 ampere,
giving an actual capacity of 9
ampere hours at 3o -hour rate.

The pointer gave a satisfactory
indication of the state of the
battery throughout the discharge.
Makers : Chloride Electrical Storage

Co., Ltd. Price: 5s.
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Amateurs on the Short Waves
I

EA I:ING W8XK on 13.92 metres is
somewhat like listening tti the cuckoos:
everyone wants to be the -first. As you

probably know, W8XK is almost unobtainable
:luring the winter months, so there are many
listeners on the look -out for this station in the
early spring.

This week I have had my two first reports
from listeners who have picked up this low -
wave Pittsburg station, and both of them are
very enthusiastic about it. They tell me that
:eception is good, the volume being fair phone
strength; rising to average loud -speaker
strength a little after lunch.

- - - - - '

. When to Listen
The best times to listen are between a p.m.

and 3 p.m., so -,you must bear in mind that
this is a station to be looked for only during
the afternoon. ..

-

It seems that half the short-wave listeners
in this country spend their time writing to the
more prominent 'amateur transmitting stations,
giving them repprts and asking for OSI., cards.
While these reports are appreciated if they
contain any information at all, you can hardly
expect a reply if the transmitting station is
only a few miles aWay and the report is simply
a reception report without any interesting
information.

Of course, it is different if you are writing to
Australian or American stations and can giVe
information over a long period. At the same
time there are very few of
these listeners who ever
bother to send a stamped
addressed envelope, so you
can realise that the more im-
portant stations, who often
receive fifty or sixty letters a
week, get rather annoyed at
having to find all these ry2d.
stamps. So remember, if you
do want a reply, please send a
stamped , addressed en-
velope.

These transmitters do
receive helpful reports which
are really worth having. I
have in front of me a report
from a Mr. Pond, of Eltharn,
who has written to G6KV,
commenting on his trans-
missions. He gives the very
fullest information - such
things as height above sea
level and locality, dimen-
sions of the aerial, baro-
metric pressure, wind, exact
time, atmospherics, inter-
ference, the amount of fad-

G5SZ's 36,000 -kilocycle trans-
mitter is seen in the foreground.

Behind it is 161 -metre gear

emattur Wiretz;si

By
KENNETH
JOWERS

ing, as well as details of modulation, signal
strength and intelligibility,

+

G6CT reports reception of
a 40-ni.Otr. American ama-
teur station at quite good
strength. , ThiS Confirms
other reports 'I have re-
ceived that the 4O -metre
band is looking up for long-
distance reception. There is
no doubt at  the moment
that conditions generally are
much better than they have
been for a long time.

As I mentioned before, the
13.92 -metre Pittsburg sta-
tion is now coming over,
while W3XAL, on 16.87
metres, is one of the most
reliable American stations
at the moment.

As well as these, if you
are listening late at
night, the 50 -metre band
will provide plenty of enter-
taining stations. During
the last week there has not
been an evening when at
least three stations could not
be tuned on this band,

A delightfully cool
sweet smoke, burning
free and evenly .
an Empire Blend of
the highest quality.

PLAYER'S

At\RMAN
ALSO AIRMAN IXTURE
NAVY CUT AND
FLAKE - 10.o.
NAVY CUT DE -LAYS

=1111MINAIi

OPER
1 OZ

AINIEN11111111

HAVE YOU READ
RADIO PICTORIAL?
-the New Weekly for Every Listener

I PRICE 2° every FRIDAY ;tdaennhislce=e1 '94t issue.

Give your set a tonic
Fit " Radio Record "-the quality
valve. You will be atna.ed at the
difference in your reception.

If you are troubled with whistling, crackling, howling, etc., the
" Radio Record " D.L.2. (battery -operated) really non-
microphonic Detector Valve will eliminate these interferences.

COMPLETE RANCE OF 2 -VOLT & A.C. MAINS VALVES

Prices from

3/9
ELDON ST. HOUSE,

BATTERY HEATED
VALVES

D.L.2. Special non -micro -
phonic Detector.

H.2. High Frequency
Amplifier.

L.2. Low Frequency
Amplifier.

L.P.2. Low Consumption,
small power (also
for Q.P.P ).

P.2. Power (suitable in
2nd L.F. stage).

S.P.2. Super Power.
P.T.2. Poly electrode out-

put.
S.2. Screen -Grid H.F.

Amplifier and Det.

INDIRECTLY HEATED
A.C. VALVES.

AC/HL. A.C. Detector and
Triode Amplifier.

AC/S. A.C. Screen -Grid
H.F.

AC/VS. A.C. Variable -Mu
AC/PT. A.C. Polytrode.
AC/P. A.C. Power.

RECTIFYING
VALVE

FW350. Full Wave Recti-
fier (output 350
volts, 150 milli-
amperes).

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers or
any of Messrs. Currys Ltd. Branches.

RECORD RADIO LTD.
2-3, ELDON ST., LONDON, E.C.2 Tel: Bishopsgate 1301
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OF INCREASING SELECTIVITY
WITHOUT APPRECIABLE LOSS
OF SIGNAL STRENGTH, AND OF
REDUCING VARIOUS FORMS OF

INTERFERENCE
" Practical .Wireless " says :
" We tested this device with a number
of circuits, and found it functioned
admirably."
. . . " It will not be found difficult to
find a setting which will give not only
a great improvement in selectivity,
but which will, also, in cases where
interference is experienced, reduce that
nuisance without appreciably interfering
with signal strength."
See "AmateurWireless" test report

on page 179
Simple to use. Easy to
connect. A circuit to
suit your set is shown
on instruction leaflet
"A" sup-
plied with
every " Ton-
astat."

Phone: Enfield 2823

32, QIJEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MDDLX.

EASY TERMS PROMPT
DELIVERY

Any Amplion Blue Spot, Baker, Celestion, Epoek,
R. & A., Rola, Sonochorde, Grampian, Igraine,
Lamplugh, Magnavox, Ormond, W.B. or Ferranti

Moving Coil Speaker Supplied.

Send 5/- only
and pay the Balance by monthly Instalments. No

references. Entirely private and confidential.
KITS, PARTS, SETS, ELECTRIC CLOCKS

ON EASY TERMS.
Write for Catalogue .111d List of 83 speakers.

TURNADGE- AND PARTNERS, LTD.
110, Fleet St., London, E.C.4

Telephone: CENtral 1903

HERE'S YOUR
1934 RADIO
GUIDE !
Have you got the
Heayberd 1934 Hand-
book ?-if not, get it
NOW.. Contains all
useful information on
how to run your radio

from the mains. Fifteen blueprints
showing how to build your own
mains unit or battery charger, etc.
Two pages of helpful radio hints for
all amateurs. You must have this
handbook if you wish to be in front
with 1934 mains working.

Cut out this advertisement, write your name in the
margin, and send with 3d. in stamps for your copy.

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.
10 FINSBURY STREET, E.C.2.
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The Pick of the Records
Reviewed by WHITAKER-WILSON

THERE are a good many dance records
in this month. It is some little time
since I reviewed any. As a matter of

fact, they are not the easiest things in the world
to review because there is rather a sameness
in dance tunes. However, here goes. Some
of the productions are distinctly good.

Taking them in the order I happened to hear
them, I was more than a little attracted to
"You Ought -to See Sally on Sunday," which
I found on a Brunswick record (o166o). I like
Brunswick records because their surface is so
good. This particular record I consider well
up to standard in this respect. Also I must
say I liked the tune.

Selling Like Hot Cakes ?
Another Brunswick disc ought to sell like

hot cakes, though I am not at all sure hot cakes
sell any better than cold ones. At all events,
the number is 431662, and it gives you " On a
Steamer Coming Over," with " My Hat's on
the Side of My Head" on the other side-of
the record, I mean. Excellent. " Dancing
in the Moonlight" is one of your favourites by
now, I imagine.

If you like "Summer is Over" as a winter
investment, you can have both-and well done,

An operator in the H.M.V. factory preparing a copy of the record
of the King's Christmas speech for the personal use of His
Majesty. All profits will be handed to the Papworth Village

Settlement, nominated by His Majesty

too-on Brunswick 0165. Another Bruns-
wick issue that rather intrigued me was an
Ambrose record. "I'm Hitching My Wagon"
was the title of the effusion. I liked it quite
well, but I particularly liked Ambrose's playing
of it. It is a slow fox-trot and I am rather
partial to them.

If your nervous system is in good order, and
you can stand up to a little "hot" music, you
can fairly scorch yourself either with " White
Jazz" or "Blue Jazz"-it all depending on
your taste in (tone) colour. "Blue Jazz"
nearly finished me off I The Casa Loma
Orchestra is responsible for both sides. Very
good, but very " hot." So don't say I didn't
warn you.

If you are sedate and prefer the old-tiine
style of dancing, you can get the " Veleta " and
even "See Me Dance the Polka" splendidly
done on a Broadcast record-No. 528.

I should be sorry for anyone to see me dance
the polka, but I felt inclined to try.

Here our contributor reviews
only the pick of the month's
record releases. If you own
a radio gramophone you will
find this feature of great use
to you when you want to buy

new discs
Well, that's that ! Now for some orchestral

music of the lighter type. H.M.V. (C2617) do
an admirable little selection, using the Gaumont
British Studio Orchestra for the purpose.
Surprisingly good. I don't mean that rudely
to the G.B.S.O., for a moment-in any case,
it has nothing to do with George Bernard Shaw
-but I did not think it could produce anything
quite so good as this. Perhaps that's my fault,
but I have not heard much light music of this
kind recently. Anyhow, I recommend the disc.

Broadcast Twelve (3351) do quite an attrac-
tive selection from "This Week of Grace" and
"College Humour," with Peggy Cochrane as
the soloist. Her diction is remarkable.

Not too many songs this month, but what
there are are not too bad. Lawrence Tibbett
singing the " Song of the Flea " (Moussorgsky)
and Tchaikovsky's " Pilgrim Song " is one of
the best records I have heard for some time.
DB1945 of the House of H.M.V. supplies these.

On DB2087 two arias
from Der Rosenkavalier
are well sung. Won-
derful music it is, too.
I sincerely suggest you
ask to hear this record.
There is a waltz theme
on one of the sides-
can't remember which
at the moment-that you
won't forget in a hurry.

In lighter style try
Decca 25603 for a "Cow-
boy Yodel" (if you are
so inclined) with a
guitar accompaniment.
Gene Autry as soloist.
It is the real thing.

A little humour for
you. - Not much, but
very good. Bobbie
Comber lightly humorous
in " Any Dirty Work
To -day" on Broadcast
Twelve 3348 IS one.

John Tilley on the
" Anti -arson Squad "
(Columbia DB1294) is
simply splendid. He is

one of our best comedians. You will laugh.
Elsie and Doris Waters at their best in

London Pride, on Columbia DB1299. They
are a scream, those two. Get this at once, or
it will be O.P. or something, and then you
will be disappointed.

Columbia (C2634) gives a remarkable
piano duet played by Mark and Michal
Hambourg. It is an Andante and Variations,
by Schumann. Rather unusual.

Two Superb Records
And now, before I finish, I see I have missed

two in my list which must be included. The
first is a Panachord 25604. "When the White
Azaleas Bloom," and "Tie Me to Your Apron
Strings Again" are worth having, if only for
the superb recording.

The other was " And so Good-bye," and
"Reflections in the Water" (Decca 3735)' sung
by Frank Coleman, the male soprano. His
voice is amazing.
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What's New in Radio

Tonastat selectivity unit ; this gives six
different combinations of capacity

THOSE who want to make
their sets more selective
will be interested in the

Tonastat, marketed by
the "TX" Products Co. at
3s. 6d. In addition to the
usual pre-set condenser, this
unit contains two fixed con-
densers; by linking together
the six terminals provided, it
is possible to get six different
combinations. The makers
provide an instruction sheet,
showing the best combinations
for different types of sets with
different lengths of aerial at
various distances from a trans- 
mitter. On test the unit was
found to work satisfactorily.

From Lectro Linx, Ltd-. we:
have received a sample of a
new Clix quick -connecting -
5 -ampere plug for use With
mains receivers. At its price of
6d., this is surprisingly good

Metres
6.86
6.88
9.54
9.56
9.68
9.72
9.73
9.82
9.84

23.39
25.00
25.25
25.27
25.28
25.40
25.53
25.57
25.63
30.0
31.25
31.28
31.28
31.30
31.38
31.48
31.55
37.33
38.47
38.65
42.92
43.86
45.38
45.40
46.69
48.86
49.94
49.02
49.18

value. The connecting wires' are held in
position by spring friction and are clamped
very firmly when the top of the plug is
screwed on.

Pickett's have recently introduced a new

The new. Popular radio -
gramophone cabinet made

by. Pickett's

Excellent value for money
is this Clix 5 -ampere

plug for mains sets

radio -gramophone cabinet
known as the Popular ; this
sells at 3 15s. This is of
ample size to take even large
mains sets, and will attract
the interest of many con-
structors who want a soundly
constructed job at a reasonable
price.

In the G.E.C. advertisement
of Osram valves in the issue
dated January 27, the price of
the VP2 I was given as i6si 6d. ;
this should have been 15s. 6d.

Readers owning N. and K.
Pa rand inductor loud -speakers
will he interested to know that
F. W. Lechner & Co. have
taken over the servicing of
these loud -speakers.

Broadcast Wavelengths
This week we givz details of the principal short -wavers and the. Eu ropean long -wave stations. Next week

we shall publish a list -of medium -wave transmitters

Principal Short -wavers
Kilo- Station and Call
cycles Sign

1717,790 Daventry (GSG)
177,775 Huizen (PHI)
15,350 Lisbon (CTIAA)
15,330 Schenectady (W2XAD)
15,234 Paris (Coloniale)
15,210 East Pittsburgh (KDKA)
15,200 Zeesen (DIB)
15,140 Daventry (GSF)
15,120 Vatican (HVJ)
12,825 Rabat (CNR)
12,000 Moscow (RNE)
11,880 Paris (FYA)
11,870 E. Pittsburgh (W8XK)
11,865 Daventry (GSE)
11,810 Rome (2R0)
11,750 Daventry (GSD)
11,730 Huizen (PHI)
11,705 Paris (Coloniale)
10,000 Madrid (EAQ)
9.600 Lisbon (CTIAA)
9,590 Philadelphia (W3XAU)
9,590 Sydney (VK2ME)
9,595 Daventry (GSC)
9,560 Zeesen (DJA)
9,530 Schenectady (W2XAF)
9,510 Daventry (GSB)
8,035 Rabat (CNR)
7,797 Radio Nations (HBP)
7,765 Kootwijk (PDM)
6,880 Oslo (LCL)
6,840 Budapest (HAT2)
6,610 Moscow (RW72)
6,593 Bucarest
6,425 Boundbrook (W3XL)
6,140 Pittsburgh (WBXK)
6,130 Mexico (XETE)
6,120 Wayne (W2XE)
6,110 Chicago (W9XF)

Country
Great Britain
Holland
Portugal
United States
France
United States
Germany
Great Britain
Italy
Morocco
U.S.S.R.
France
United States
Great Britain
Italy
Great Britain
Holland
France
Spain
Portugal
United States
New South Wales
Great Britain
Germany
United States
Great Britain
Morocco
Switzerland
Holland
Norway
Hungary
U.S.S.R.
Roumania
United States
United States
Mexico
United States
United States

Kilo- Station and Call
Metres cycles Sign "

49.18 6,110 Boundbrook (W3XAL)
49.22 6,095 Bowmanville (VE9GW)
49.4 6,073 Skamlebaek (OXY)
49.47 6,065 Nairobi (VQ7LO)
49.59 6,050 Daventry (GSA)
49.83 6,020 Zeesen (DJC)
50.0 6,000 Moscow (RNE)
50.26 5,969 Vatican (HVJ)

Court'',
United States
Canada
Denmark
Kenya Colony
Great Britain
Germany
U.S.S.R.
Italy

Long Waves
Kilo- Station and Call

Mares cycles Sign
696 431 Oulu
726 413.5 Boden
748 401 Geneva
748 401 Moscow (3)
765 392 Ostersund
845 355 Vardo
940 319 Kharkov
,107 271 Moscow (RCZ)
.186 253 Oslo
,224 245 Leningrad
,261 238 Kalundborg
,304 230 Radio Luxembourg
,357 22f Motala
,389 216 Eiffel Tower (Paris)
,4(5 212 Warsaw
,500 200 Daventry National
,531 196 Ankara
,570.7 191 Konigswuscerhausen
,637.6 183.2 Istanbul
,639 183 Reykjavik
,714 175 Moscow (I)
,796 167 Radio Paris
,797 166.9 Lahti
,875 160 Kootwijk (Hilver-

sum prog.)
,935 155 Kaunas

Pcwer
Country (Kw.)

Finland 1.2
Sweden .6
Switzerland 1.5
U.S.S.R. 20
Sweden .6
Norway
U.S.S.R. 35
U.S.S.R. 100
Norway 60
U.S.S.R. 100.0
Denmark 30
Grand Duchy ...200.0
Sweden 30
France 15.0
Poland 120
Great Britain 30
Turkey 7
Germany 60
Turkey 5 0
Iceland 21
U.S.S.R. 500
France 80
Finland 40

Holland 50
Lithuania 7

cirriatelsr
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CHASSIS MOUNTING VALVEHOLDERS
appreciated by all set designers, are

again specified; this time for the

" 1934 ETHER SEARCHER"

4 -pin .. 8d.
5 -pin .. 9d.
Sturdily built
Turned Resilient
sockets guarantee
full -surface contact
without fear of
collapse with any
valve pin -solid or
otherwise.

CLIX CHASSIS
MOUNTING

STRIPS
also specified

No. 23: Pick-up ... 8d.
.:o. 24: Al, A2, E. ... ... 7d.

CLIX SOLID PLUGS for use with above 2d. each

Cheapest PERFECT Contact

LECTRO LINX, LTD.,79a Rochester Row, S. W.I

VARIAL
gives aerials every desired degree of
selectivity, cutting out interference from

kil.-.. . other_stations. Fixed In a .moment on
any set on any aerial with no alterations.

Can he supplied already attached to a eoil of
Superial-the only self-contained variable aerial.
100 ft. 75 ft..50 ft. In Mit form it is the world's

4:6 3:6 ' 2,9 most selective aerial.

INVISIBLE AERIALS
rRun Superial through ELECTRON

INSULATOR PINS and have the ONLY
efficient indoor or invisible aerial. 'OAK,

6d.MAHOGANY, LILAC K. Six in a box.
THE NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, LTD

89 East Ham, E.G.

pialmmaRsi
ARE YOU EARNING a

LEO' THAN 110 PER WEEK?
If so, you cannot afford to carry on without reading'our
556 -page Handbook. The book explains clearly and
definitely many ways of carving out a successful
career. Among other things, it explains the Services
of our unique Appointments Department, outlines

Home -Study Courses in all branches
of Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Motor,
Aero, Wireless, " Talkie " Eng.,
Building, te., and gives details of
B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., G.P.O.,
Matric., and all Exams. We alone

--" No Pass -No Fee."
Whether you be an old band or a budding
apprentice. get this book to -day -FREE and
POST FREE.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY,
409 Shakespeare House, 29 31 Oxford Street,

Lendon. W.I.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

As the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona
fides of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
iccepted), addressed to
"Amateur Wireless," Advertisement Department,

58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

CHARGE YOUR H.T. FROM YOUR L.T. AT HOME.
Combination trickle. Charges efficiently 1 to 12 H.T.
10 -volt accumulators, from 6/-. Postage 6d. Diagram
only, 1/6.-14. Fox, 188 Camberwell Grove, S.E.5.
REPAIRS to Loud -speakers, Transformers, and Head-.
phones, 4;- each; Blue Span, 5/-: Diming Coils a speci-!
ality. Cones fitted, Eliminators and Sets quoted for.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt service. Inquiries
invited. Terms to track.-Loud-speaker Repair Service,
5 Balham Grove, London, S.W,12. Battersea 1321.
CHARGING WITHOUT MAINS 1-Thousands are clanging
their own accumulators, why don't you? " Tonic ",
trickle -charger kits keep 2 -volt accumulators fully charged.
Ideal for remote districts. From 7/-, postage 9d. Full
particulars, stamp.-Williams, Netherend, Cradley, Nr.
Birmingham.
c.lecaINUPHONES, RADIOGRAMS. -64 -page. How to
Make 'em, 3d. Motors, Arms, ,Pick-ups, Speakers, Horns,
Springs, Repairs. Accordions.-Regeutem, 120 Old Street,
London
ACCUMULATOR CHARGERS.-I, amp., 2-6 v. In venti-
lated case with mains flex (Westinghouse rectifiers)
13/11. Lamp, 16/11, Postage, 6d. and 9d. 7 days' trial.
Lists free.-W. Arden Agency, Wollaston, Wellingborough.
HOBBYISTS, HANDICRAFT WORKERS.-Interesting
illustrated Booklet, 16 pages, lid. stamp.-A.W., Axon,
Jersey.
KITS EXACT TO SPECIFICATION. -1934 Ether Searcher,
.311.7/6; S.T.500, £4/0/0; S.T. Super, £6/15/0. Special

bargains. Guaranteed 1934 -kits: 3 -valve, £1/3/0; S.G.3,
£1/11/0. P.M. M.C. Speakers : " Luntophone-" 1116;
" Sonette, 15/6. R.R. Meteor S.G.3 set in cabinet, i1/5%0;
with valves, £1/17/6. Let us quote keenest prices for your
Radio Requirements. Part exchange.-Servwell Wireless
Supplies, 64 Prestbury Road, London, R.7.
WANTED.-Good Modern Wireless Parts, Sets, Elimina-
tors, Dieters, Valves, Speakers, etc. Spot cash waiting,
Send or bring. We pay more than any other dealer. Open
9.8.-University Radio, 142 Drummond Street, Euston,

HULLO, HOME CONSTRUCTORS Take this opportunity
of " dealing direct " at London's most amazing prices
Our speciality is wireless 'kits, guaranteed and tested.
Straight 2, 14/6; Straight 3,17/6; S.G.3, employing 2 H.F.
stages, 24/6 (highly recommended); S.T.300, 30/6; S.T.400
5176; S.T.500, 66/6. All carriage paid. Cash or C.O.D.
Also large quantities of startling component bargain,.
2d. stamp brings catalegue. Immediate attention ! No
irritating delays !-The Direct Trading Company (Dept.
A47), 65-66 York Terrace, Baker Street, London, N.W.1.
BANKRUPT BARGAINS. List free with 3 -valve diagram.
6 -valve kit, 17/-; S.T.300 kit, 35/-;. S.T.400, 451.; S.T.500,
52/4. All S.T. parts stocked. Amplion, Lumophon,
8.14., D.C., A.C., mains setsin stock. Burgoyne class -B
3 -valve sets, complete, listed 6/10/-; my price, £4/10/-.
3 -valve Consolettes, Mazdas, batteries, and accumulator,
50/-. Igranic, 35/-. Pick-ups, 14/6, Screened dual coils,
2/6; ditto, iron cored, 3/6. Double 2 valves, det. :and
pcwer, 2/-. Clarion, front 2/6. Triotron, from 3/6.
Accumulators,. eliminators, P.M. speakers, and' all small
p trts in stock at right prices. Part exchange. Anything
r .din supplied. Following items as new to clear Ferranti
('a)s-B unit, with Cossor valve, 32/6; Ferrocarts FL F2,
aid F3 set, 17/6; Lissen pair, all Wave, 851-; Blue Spot
1 )0U, 7/6; Inductor, 143b Preston Road,
Brighton.

t]
INFORMATION BUREAU

Will every querist please' observe the follow-
ing revised rules.

Please write concisely, giving essential particulars.
A fee of one shilling postal order (not stamps),

:a stamped, addressed envelope and the coupon on
the last page must accompany all queries.

Not more than two questions should be sent at
any time.

The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot be
undertaken.

Slight modifications of a straightforward nature
only can be made, to blueprints. For more serious
alterations the minimum charge Is 2/6.

Blueprints supplied by us will be charged for in
addition, but of course, readers may send their own
blueprints for alteration.

Modifications to proprietary receivers and designs
published by contemporary 'journals cannot be
undertaken. Readers sets and components cannot
be tested by us. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally. Readers ordering blue-
prints and requiring technical information in addi-
tion should address a separate letter to the Query
Department and should see that their remittance
covers the price of the Blueprint and the amount of
the Query fee.

We do not answer queries in cases where
the fee is omitted.
Queries should be addressed to the. Query Depart-

ment, "Amateur Wireless," 58/61, Fetter Lane,
I.ondon, E.C.4.
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Postcard Radio
Literature

liere"Observer" reviews the infect booklets once
folders issued by well-known manufacturers. if
you want copies of any or all of them FREE OF
CHARGE, just send a postcard giving the indev
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
she end of each paragraph) to" Postcard Radio
Literature," AMATEUR WIRELESS, 38/61
Fetter Lane, E.C.4. " Observer" will see tha:
you get all the literature you desire. Plea;.
IS rite your name and address in block letter -4

Power Gear for Mains Users
THE catalogue of power transformers and

chokes, by Rich and Bundy, Lid:, will
be interesting to readers with A.C. mains
supplies. It contains a wide range of mains
transformers from about 300 watts to 25 watts
and a wide range of chokes, for smoothing and
output circuits. This firm also manufacture
special types of output transformers. The
cores of Rich and Bundy transformers are con-
structed of stalloy-alloyed high resistance steel.
The maximum power losses due to hysteresis
and eddy currents are reduced to the lowest
limit by the large cross-section of core and the
use of insulated core stampings. 138
M -L Rotary Transformer

Readers who have no mains supplies avail-
able can obtain high tension from an M -L
converter driven by a 6- or I 2 -volt accumulator.
Included in the latest M -L list are D.C.-to-
A.C. rotary 'transformers driven from 12-, 32-,
50-, too- or 22o-yolt 'supplies and motor -
generator sets for heavy duty work. Another
interesting item is a hand -driven generator
with an automatic signalling device. This is
for use with transmitting gear. It has been
used extensively by the R A.B. and in out-
lying districts and lighthouses. 139"

ABUNDANT H.T.
 YEAR IN-YEAR OUT!

Let the wonderful' Standard Lcc-
lanche Battery give you pure steady

- ."tr: power-year in, year out-at half
the cost of dry batteries. Always up
to strength-cells are regenerative.
Annual replenishment at small cost

A oll all that isnecessary. A.R., of Aber-.
Voting? swikd Been, writes: " Have .given every
satisfaction ; no trouble, no worry ; just a lOok over when
I remember." 120-v., 12,509 m.a. £2 complete, cart. paid.
Write for details. All Standard Battery Spares

 WATES METER' 4 in 1 8F45 fretPost
THE WELL KNOWN

This famous precision instrument now gives
4 readings : 0.30 m.a., 0-6-v., .

8 6, post free. No listener should be without it.
Wates Glass Accumulator, 2-v., 40 amp. hrs.,
7/

*THE WET H.T. BATTERY CO. (A.W.),
Gerrard 6121. 26 Lisle Street, London, W.C.2.

---ELECTRADIX--
FEBRUARY BARGAIN LIST

Will Save you Pounds
S. G. BROWN'S BATTERY

lux' SUPERSEDER makcs H.T. from
your L.T. 2 -volt batter'-, rectifrd
and smoothed. 3 tappings. A been
to these who arc not on th-
Reduced from £3115,'.. 17/6
New and Guaranteed.

PARCELS of useful oddrnants for the Expari-
m xi ter who wants Coils, Magnets, Wire, Chokes,
Condensers' Switches, etc., mostly ex W.D.
parts. Wortha lot more. 10 lb. 7/.. or 7 lb. for
post free. British Isles only.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, Lendon,

Telephone: Central 4611.

RADIO SUPPLIES
Send your list of Radio needs for our quotation. Kits, Parts,
sets, etc. Everything in Radio stocked. Prompt delivery;
seven days' approval. Catalogue free. Taylez sad Btandor I

Wet H.T. replacemerts stocked.
A. TAYLOR, 9 GROVE ROAD. BALHAM,

mateur welesj
INFORMATION BUREAU

COUPON
Available until Saturday,

FEE 1/- FEBRUARY 17, 1934

Clarion -voice 2 (SG Det, Pen) ..
Home Station A.C. 2 (D, Pen) ..
B.B.C. National Two (ID, Trans)
Melody Ranger Two (ID, Trans)
Full -volume 2 (SG Det, Pen) ..
"A.W." Iron -core Two (D, Trans)
"A.W." Iron -core Two with Q.P.P.
Consolectric Two (D, Pen) ..
Screen -grid Two (SG Det, 'Trans)
A Two for 7 Metres (D, Trans)
New -style Radiogram (ID, Trans)
A.C. Quality Gem (D, Trans) ..

FEBRUARY 10, 1934

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering. Vase send Postal Order, NOT STAMPS. Quit: the
LItcynhi nurnter shown triune: cat the number of this issue.'

CRYSTAL SET (6d.)
1931 Crystal Set ..  . AW303

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
B.B.C. One-valver AW337
Portable Short-wave Ona "  .. AW354

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
AW371
AW374
,AW377
AW3SS
AW392
AW395
AW396
AW403

.. WM239

.. WM295
WM299
WA1312

 

 
  

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
James Push -push Three (SG, ID, Q.P.P.) (1/6) ANV373
Everybody's Home Radiogram (SG, D, Trans) AW381
llome-lover's New All -electric 3 for A.C. mains

(sg, D, Trans). . AW383
Our Up-to-the-mmute Three (SG,* Westector,

LF, l'rans) AW384
Class -13 'Three (ID, Trans, Class (1) AW386
S.S.3 (A.C.) (SG, SGDet, Pen) AW390
"Up-to-the-minute 'Three"with Class B, 1/6 AW384B
New Britain's FavouriteThree (ID LF, Class 13) AW39I
A.C. Triodyne (SG, D, Pen) AW399
Home -built Coil Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
Fan and Family Three (D, 2LF)

A,C5. 5s. S.G.3 (SG, D, Trans) ANI441120
1933 Economy S.G. Three (SG, ll, Trani) VA13030(si
Harris Ethergram (SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Calibrator (SG, D, Pen)
Narrow -pass Three (SG, SG Det, Pen)

NNv'ik11331.904

46 6s. Radiogram (0, RC, Trans) WN131.8
Simple -tune 'Three (SG, SG Det, Pen) .. W111327
'I'yers Iron -core Three (SG, SG Det, Pen), WM330
1.C.B. Three (D, LF, Class B) WM333
Economy Pentode Three (S.G, D, Pen) .. WM337
'Three -range Three (SG, D, Pen) .. WM336
Simplicity A.C. Radiogram (SG, D, Pen) .. WM338
Duo -tune Three (SG, ID, Pen) .. .. -WM341
A.C. Transportable (SG, D, Pen) 1/6 .. WM347
All -wave Three (D, 2 LF) WM348

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s.*6d. each)
I\ 1 e!ody Ranger (SG, D, RC, Trans) with copy

of "A.W." 4d, postage - A1V373
"A.C. Melody Ranger" (SG. ID, RC, Trans) .. AW381
Signpost Four (SG. ID, LF, Class B) AW393
"A.W," Ideal Four (2S0, D, Pen) .. AW402
Table Quad (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. Wh1303
"Words and Music"Radiogram (250, 1), Trans) WM307
"Words and Music" Radiogram de Lhge

(250, D, Q.P.P.) ..WD.13073
Home Short -waver (SG, D, RC, Trans) , Wh13 I 1.
Empire Short -waver (SG, 1D, RC Trans! .. WM313
Merrymaker Super (A.C. Super -het) .. . WM345
1934 AC Quadradyne (2SG, D, Pen) WM349

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
James Short-wave Super (Super -14)0 .
Simple Super (Super -het)  
The Etherdync (Soper -het).
19'34 Century Super (5v. Super -bet)..
Class -B Quadradyne (2SG, D, Class -B)

AW323
A\V340
AW406
AW413

.. WM311
SIX -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

New Ceritury Super (Super -het) with copy of
" A.W.," 4d., post fre't AW363

New A.C: Century Super (A.C. Super -het) AW363. James Super -straight- Six (2SG, D, Lit;
Push-pull)

((pies of the "Wireless Magazine" aril of "Amateur Wireless" con.
laming descriptions of most of these sets can to obtained at is. ad.
and 4d, respectively, post bee. Index letters "A.W.'' refer to"Amateur Wireless" Sets ail " W.D1." to "Wireless Magazine,"
Addicts letters:

Amateur Wireless Blueprints Dept.,

RADIO CRAM

CABINETS.
ep

C

65/- Cabinet f r 35/-.
No Middle Profits!

Famous maker (Hers finest
Radio Furniture. As sup.
plkd to In.B.C. A Quality
and Value impossible to
better. it band

! GUARANTEED
rianoTone Apoust ically.

Trial Will Delight
You; (Cash or 101-

Monthly.)
LIST FREE I From Makers-

picKETT'S
Cabinet A.M. Works, Albion
Rd., Bexleyheath, Br, Lonlon

Printed for the Proprietors and Publishers, BERNARD JONES PUBLICATIONS, LTD.,
58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4, by The Sun Engraving Co., Ltd., London
and Watford. Sole Agents for South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LIMITED.
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand : GORDON & GOTCII (A'SIA), LIMITED.
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RAND PICTORIAL
FEB. 9 - ON SALE FRIDAY

SOME OF THE CONTENTS OF THIS FINE NUMBER
Radio Will Bring Down the Tower of

Babel! By ELLEN WILKINSON.
This fine article deals with the influence
of radio on European affairs.

If I Ran the Talks Department. By GODFREY
WINN.

Full page Portrait of " Uncle " ARTHUR
BURROWS.

(- Uncle " Arthur is at the moment
playing an important part in the new
European Ether Plans.)

Programme Building at the B.B.C. By
WHITAKER-WILSON.

Second Instalment of HARRY ROY'S Life
Story.

Is Broadcasting Bad for Us? By OLIVER
BALDWIN.

Out of the Dance -band Box. A review of
four famous dance bands.

Chaos in the Ether-Has Lucerne made it
Worse? By DEREK ENGLAND.

Etc., etc.

ORDER YOUR COPY TO-DAY-Price 2d
Rapid Strides
are taking
place in
TELEVISION

SUCH rapid pro-
gress is being
made that, as a

radio enthusiast you should keep in
touch with these developments.

The January issue of " Television,"
the first of the new series, was an instant
success, and was sold out within three
days of publication.

The demand for the February issue,
which is on sale to -day, will be equally
heavy, and you would be well advised
to get a copy immediately.

" Television," in its new form, is
considerably increased in size, and many
new features have been added.

Price 1/- of all bookstalls and news-
agents.

SOME OF THE CONTENTS OF
THE FEBRUARY ISSUE

The Standard Television Receiver-
Full constructional details.

All about Gas -discharge Lams.
The Baird Kit for the Home -

constructor.
An Experimental Television Sy5tem.
Television at the Physical Society

Exhibition.
Pre blems in Cathode-ray Tchtvi_ion.
Studio and Screen.
The Theory of the Kerr Cell.
Foreign News, etc., etc.

TELEVISION
NOW ON SALE - PRICE 1/ -

The LUCERNE
STRAIGHT 4
solves the problem
of the ether chaos

SOME OTHER CONTENTS
OF THE FEBRUARY ISSUE

Plan de Lucerne.
70 m.p.h. Broadcasting.
Broadcasting from the. South Pole.
Droitwich-Britain's New High -

power Station.
Radio and War.
List of World Short -wavers.
Designing Your Own D.C. Set.
Quality from the Modern Loud-

speaker.
Wireless Jobs Made Easy for Mr.

Everyman.
Building the "Emigrator."
Choosing Your Gramophone Records.

Etc., etc.

The complete operation of the Lucerne
Plan, which has recently come into
force, packs the broadcast stations all
over Europe together in a wavelength
spectrum.

The " Wireless Magazine " has there-
fore produced a set, described in the
February issue, now on sale, to overcome
the difficulties.

This four-valver-The Lucerne Straight
Four-gives the best possible reception
under the new plan.

Full constructional details together
with a wiring plan appear in the February
issue. Get your copy to -day and start
building this new receiver-The Lucerne
Straight Four.

WIRELESS FEBRUARY
ISSUE Price 1/ -

MAGAZINE
You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Adverasers
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EFFICIENCY

UNIFORMITY

LONG

NEW
STATION
CHAO',
Get one of the new Coster
Station Charts which gives
the revised wavelengths, etc.,
of over 80 foreign stations
and has space for entering
your own dial readings,
price 2d. from your Dealer
or write fo A. C. Cossor Ltd ,
Melody Dept., Highbury
Grove, London.
enclosing 2d. stamp.

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept., Highbury Grove, London, N.5.

Please send me free of charge, a copy of the Censor
72 -page Wireless Book.

Nome

Address

B.V.33 10:2

KINGS OF THE AIR

Variation of characteristics or of efficiency is definitely
prevented in Cossor Mains Valves by the use of the
famous Mica Bridge. This well -tried method of con-
struction permits a degree of accuracy in assembly
that ensures strict adherence to characteristics, uniform
effiCiency and, due to the great mechanical strength it
imparts to the electrode assembly, long and depend-
able service. Your dealer will be glad to help you
choose the correct types for your Receiver.

COSSOR
A.C. and. D r

MAINS VALVES
COSSOR A.C. MAINS VALVES (4 Volt IndOectly Heated Cathodes)

'type Purpose Impedance Amp.
Factor

Mut. Con.
na.a.v. Price

*tM.S.G.-H.A. Super H F. Amp'ii 500,000 1,000 2.0 17/b
*41 M.S.G. - Super H.P. Amp's 400,000 1,000 2.5 17/6

'SM.S.G.-L.A. . Super H.P.Amp'n 200,000 750 3.73 1716
tM.V.S.G. -
..M.S./PEN.-A

Variable -Mu S.G.
IL F. Pentode -

200,000- -
-- 2.5

4.0
17/6
17,6

t*M.S./PEN. -
t.M.V.S.,TEN.

H.F. Pentode -
Variable -Mu

- - 2.8 17/6

H.F. Pentode - - 2.2 17/6
*41 M.D.G: Bigrid - , - - 4.0,000 10 19:-

**D.D.'PEN. A.V.C. (Detector
.25

and L.F. Amp.) - - 2.7 20 -
D.D.T. - A.V.C. (do I 17,0011 41 2.4 156

41 M.R.C. R.C.C. or Det. 19,500 50 2.6 14 -
'41 M.H. - Detector 18,000 72. 4.0 13 6
41 M.H.F. H.P. or Oct. - 14,500 41 2.8 14 -

 41 M.H.L. Del. or H.F. - 11,500 52 4.5 13 6
41 M.L.F. Low Frequency - 7,900 15 5.9 14 -
41 M.P. - Normal Power - 2,500 18.7 7.5 14 -

41 M.X.P. Extra Power - 1,500 11.2 7.5 lb 6
M.P.,PEN. Pen. Power Output - - 3.5 18 6

7P.T. 41B Pen. Power Output - - 2.25 22/6
7P.T. 41 - Pen. Power Output - - 3.0 18 6

* Supplied with Plain or Metallised Bulbs .. Stock d with Metallised Bu b ony.
t Characteristics mea ured at -1.5 Grid Volts. t Direct y heated f laments.

COSSOR D.C. MAINS VALVES (16 Volt 0.25 drop. !ado Illy Healed Cathodal

Type Purpose Impedance Amp
Factor

Mut. Lon
m.a.v. P" '

tD.V.S.G. - Variable -Mu SS% - - 2.5 17.6
D.H.L. Detector - - 13,000 58 4.5 13;6
D.P. - ,. Power Output - 2,800 17 4,0 14 -
D.P.PEN. - l'ower Pentode - , - - 3 5 18 6

.D.S. PEN. - H.F. Pentode - - 3.0 17 6

.D.V.S. PEN. - Variable -Mu
H.F. Pentode - - 3ti 17 6

  D.D.T.16 .. Double Diode
Triode (A.V.0 .1 16,000 40 ' 2.5 1St

 Suppled wi ain or Metalhsed BulbsStockedwith eta ised Bulb only.
t Characteristics measured at -1.5 Grid Volts.

Prices in this Lisr d, .rot apply 0 4477


